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Abstract. We study the maximum of a Gaussian field on [0, 1]d (d ≥ 1) whose correlations decay loga-
rithmically with the distance. Kahane [22] introduced this model to construct mathematically the Gaussian
multiplicative chaos in the subcritical case. Duplantier, Rhodes, Sheffield and Vargas [19] [20] extended
Kahane’s construction to the critical case and established the KPZ formula at criticality. Moreover, they
made in [19] several conjectures on the supercritical case and on the maximum of this Gaussian field. In this
paper we resolve Conjecture 12 in [19]: we establish the convergence in law of the maximum and show that
the limit law is the Gumbel distribution convoluted by the limit of the derivative martingale.
1 Introduction
We study the maximum of a Gaussian field on [0, 1]d (d ≥ 1) whose correlations decay logarithmi-
cally with the distance. This model was introduced by Kahane [22] to construct mathematically the
Gaussian multiplicative chaos (GMC). This family of random fields has found many applications
in various fields of science, especially in turbulence and in mathematical finance.
A series of work of Duplantier, Rhodes, Sheffield and Vargas has generated a renewed interest on
this model. In [19] and [20] they extend Kahane’s [22] construction of the Gaussian multiplicative
chaos to the critical case and establish the KPZ formula at criticality. Their proofs are inspired by
the latest advances in the study of the branching random walk (BRW) especially concerning the
Seneta-Heyde norming for the additive martingale. Moreover they make several conjectures on the
supercritical case and on the maximum of the log-correlated Gaussian field (see [19]).
In this paper we resolve the Conjecture 12 in [19]: we establish the convergence in law of the
maximum and show that the limit law is the Gumbel distribution convoluted by the limit of the
derivative martingale. Moreover we believe that this result could lead to the resolution of the
conjecture 11 [19] on the existence of the GMC in the supercritical case. Our proof is deeply
inspired by a powerful method of Elie Aı¨de´kon, developed in [1], to show the convergence in law of
the minimum of a real-valued branching random walk.
We treat the case of star scale invariant log-correlated fields. This is a general class of field with
no restriction on the dimension. It generalizes the notion of branching structure in a continuous
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setting and may to prove the existence and the uniqueness of the lognormal ∗−scale invariant
random measures, see [5].
Let us mention that in the discrete setting, Z2 ∩ [0, N ]2, if we add the zero boundary condition,
the model becomes the so-called Gaussian free field (GFF), which has attracted many recent at-
tentions, see [15], [14] and [17]. In particular we mention [16] where they proved the convergence
in law of the maximum of GFF after a suitable normalization.
In the first sub-section we shall introduce the model of log-correlated Gaussian random field
and state the main result of the paper. In the second sub-section we set out the strategy of the
proof.
1.1 Star scale invariants kernels
We follow [19] to introduce the log-correlated Gaussian field that we will study throughout the
paper. We consider a family of centered stationary Gaussian processes (Xs(x))s≥0, x∈Rd d ≥ 1, with
covariances
(1.1) E[Xt(0)Xt(x)] =
∫ t
0
k(eux)du, ∀t > 0, x ∈ Rd.
The kernel function k : Rd → R is C1, satisfying k(0) = 1 and k(x) = 0 if x /∈ B(0, 1) := {x : |x| ≤ 1}
(|x| := max
i∈[1,d]
|xi|). Such fields have been studied in [5] via a white noise decomposition. We also
denote g(·) := 1− k(·) and introduce for any t > 0,
(1.2) Yt(x) := Xt(x)−
√
2dt.
For any A ⊂ Rd bounded, we are interested in
(1.3) Mt(A) := sup
x∈A
Yt(x), t > 0,
the maximum of the Gaussian field on the domain A, at time t. Let B(Rd) the Borel on Rd, and
Bb(Rd) its restriction to the bounded sets. We introduce for t > 0 and γ > 0, the random measures
M ′t(dx) and M
γ
t (dx) defined by:
(1.4) M ′t(A) :=
∫
A
(−Yt(x))e
√
2dYt(x)+dtdx, Mγt (A) :=
∫
A
eγYt(x)+γ
√
2dt− γ2
2
tdx, ∀A ∈ Bb(Rd).
Kahane in [22] proved that for any γ ∈ [0,√2d) (called subcritical case), there exists a random
measure Mγ∞ such that
(1.5) Mγt (A)
a.s→Mγ∞(A), ∀A ∈ Bb(Rd),
whereas for γ ≥ √2d (called critical and supercritical case),
(1.6) Mγt (A)
a.s→ 0, ∀A ∈ Bb(Rd).
One motivation of (1.5) is to give a rigorous construction of a standard Gaussian multiplicative
chaos (GMC) in the subcritical case which is formally defined as (see [19]) a random measure such
that for any set A ∈ Bb(Rd),
(1.7) Mγ∞(A) =
∫
A
eγX−
γ2
2
E[X2(x)]dx,
2
where X is a centered log-correlated Gaussian field:
(1.8) E[X(x)X(y)] = log+
1
|x− y| + g(x, y),
with log+(x) = max(log x, 0) and g a continuous bounded function on Rd ×Rd. It is an important
problem to extend the construction for γ ≥ √2d. In [19] the authors are able to construct the
GMC in the critical case γ =
√
2d, via the following theorem:
Theorem A ([19]) For each bounded open set A ⊂ Rd, the martingale (M ′t(A))t≥0 converges al-
most surely towards a positive random variable denoted by M ′(A).
Concerning the construction of the GMC in the case γ >
√
2d, they ([19]) conjectured
Conjectures ([19])
(A) t
3γ
2
√
2d e
t( γ√
2
−√d)2
Mγt (dx)
law→ cγN√2d
γ
, as t→∞,
with cγ a positive constant, and N√2d
γ
a known positive random measure.
(B) sup
x∈[0,1]d
Yt(x) +
3
2
√
2d
log t
law→ Gd, as t→∞,
where the distribution of Gd is a Gumbel distribution convoluted with M
′∞([0, 1]d).
The authors also explained how to obtain the Conjecture (B) from Conjecture (A). Here we do
not study Conjecture (A), but we resolve directly Conjecture (B):
Theorem 1.1 There exists a constant C∗ ∈ (0,∞) such that, for any real z,
(1.9) lim
t→∞P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ − 3
2
√
2d
log t− z
)
= E
(
e−C
∗e
√
2dzM ′([0,1]d)
)
.
Remark: In this paper we have assumed that the kernel k has compact support. This hypoth-
esis is essential for the section 3. However it would be possible to relax this hypothesis when the
long-range correlations decrease rapidly.
We believe that this result and the methods developed here, could lead to establish Conjecture
(A): Basically, when γ >
√
2d, Mγt concentrates its mass only on the particles close to the maximum
Mt([0, 1]d), where here and in the sequel, by particle in the log-correlated Gaussian field we mean
a point x ∈ [0, 1]d. We expect to establish the convergence of the random measure formed by
the particles near to the maximum, just like in the BRW case (see [1], [23], [11] and [19] for an
explicit connection between branching random walk and this model). This direction will be explored
elsewhere.
As in the case of the branching Brownian motion, see [6], [7], [8] and [3], our work could also
lead to the “genealogy of the extremal particles” which in our context corresponds to their spatial
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position. Indeed in Lemma 5.19 we use our understanding of the paths of the extremal particles to
prove that they are concentrated in clusters.
As we mentioned before, recently in [16] the authors showed the convergence in law of the
maximum of the GFF. Furthermore it is believed that there exists some universality between all
the log-correlated Gaussian fields, see [18]. For instance, it is interesting to extend our result to
some kernels k which are not invariant by translation.
1.2 Strategy of proof
Here we try to give a guiding thread for the proof of Theorem 1.1. We mention that this strategy
of proof is similar to that used in [1] for the BRW and also in [16] for the GFF.
We start by introducing some notations. It will be convenient to consider a log-correlated
Gaussian field starting from an arbitrary a ∈ R, whose the law is denoted by Pa. The law of
(Ys(x))s≥0,x∈Rd under Pa is the same as the law of (a+ Ys(x))s≥0,x∈Rd under P. For any l > 0 we
define
(1.10) (Y (l)s (x))s≥0, x∈Rd := (Ys+l(x)− Yl(x))s≥0, x∈Rd .
This process is independent of (Ys(x))s≤l, x∈Rd and has the same law as (Ys(xel))s≥0, x∈Rd under P,
as we will see in (2.5). Observe that for any x ∈ Rd, (Ys(x))s≥0 law= (Bs −
√
2ds)s≥0 with (Bs) a
standard Brownian motion. For any a, b, l ∈ R+, define
CR(l, a, b) :=
{
f : sup
x,y∈[0,R]d, |x−y|≤ 1
l
|f(x)− f(y)|
|x− y| 13
≤ 1, min
y∈[0,R]d
f(y) > a, and max
y∈[0,R]d
f(y) < b
}
.
For any process (fs)s≥0, t2 > t1 ≥ 0, let
f
t1
:= inf
s≤t1
fs, f [t1,t2]
:= inf
t1≤s≤t2
fs, and
f t1 := sup
s≤t1
fs, f [t1,t2] := sup
t1≤s≤t2
fs.
Similarly we also define
|f |t1 := sup
s≤t1
|fs| and |f |[t1,t2] := sup
t1≤s≤t2
|fs|.
As shown in [19], the typical order of Mt is − 32√2d log t, so it will be convenient to introduce
κd =
1
4
√
2d
, at := − 32√2d log t and It(z) := [at + z − 1, at + z], z ≥ 0.(1.11)
For any x, r > 0 let B(x, r) := {y,∈ Rd, |x − y| ≤ r}. Let λ be the Lebesgue measure on Rd
and for any A ∈ B(Rd), λA := λ(A ∩ ·). Let O1, O1 be two metric space, C(O1, O2) is the set of
continuous functions from O1 into O2. Finally for any R > 0, ρ(·) ∈ C([0, R]d,R+) , let
(1.12) Id(ρ) :=
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx.
The key step of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following proposition
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Proposition 1.2 There exists a constant C∗ > 0 such that:
-for any R ≥ 1,  > 0, there exist l > 0 and T0 > 0 such that:
-for any t > T0 and ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t), we have:
(1.13)
∣∣P (∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x))− C∗Id(ρ)∣∣ ≤ Id(ρ).
Part I: Deduce Theorem 1.1 from Proposition 1.2. Fix z ∈ R. Here we always assume
t l R > 0. By the Markov property at time l and the scaling property (2.5) for Y ,
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
)
= P
(
∀x ∈ [0, 1]d, Y (l)t (x) ≤ at − z − Yl(x)
)
= E
(
P
(
∀x ∈ [0, el]d, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − ρ(x)
)∣∣∣ρ(·)=Yl(·e−l)
)
.
We write [0, el]d = (∪
i
Ai) ∪NR,l with Ai and NR,L defined as in the figure 1 (pp 7), i ∈ {1, ...m}d.
Clearly lim
R→∞
sup
l≥1
λ(e−lNR,l) = 0, then we choose R large enough such that
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ' E(P(∀x ∈ ∪
i
Ai, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − ρ(x)
)∣∣∣ρ(·)=Yl(·e−l)
)
,
where a ' b means “the amount |a− b| can be neglected”. Moreover, x ∈ Ai and y ∈ Aj with i 6= j
implies |x−y| ≥ 1 and thus the processes (Yt−l(x))s≥l and (Yt−s(y))s≥l are independent. Using the
invariance by translation of Y we get finally
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ' E(∏
i
P
(∀x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − ρi(x))∣∣∣ρi(·)=Yl(ai+·e−l)
)
,
with ai := (R + 1) ((i1 − 1), ..., (id − 1)) (see figure 1, (pp 7). For any i let us denote Pi,t(Yl) :=
P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt−l(x) ≥ at − z − ρi(x))∣∣∣ρi(·)=Yl(ai+·e−l). As supx∈[0,1]dYl(x) → −∞ when l goes to
infinity and (supx∈[0,R]d Yt−l(x)− at)t≥l is tight (see pp 14 in [19]), we have lim
l→∞
lim sup
t→∞
Pi,t(Yl) = 0
for any i, then
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
)
= E
(
e
∑
i
log[1−Pi,t(Yl)]) ' E( exp{−∑
i
Pi,t(Yl)
})
.
Now we apply Proposition 1.2, and get that
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ' E(exp{− C∗∑
i
∫
[0,R]d
(−Y (ai + xe−l)− z)e
√
2d[Yl(ai+xe
−l)+z]dx
})
= E
(
exp
{
−C∗e
√
2dz(−zMl(∪Ai) +M ′l (∪Ai))
})
,
where the last equality comes from a change of variables. Choosing R and l large enough, and
applying Theorem A and (1.6), we can affirm that
M ′l (∪Ai)) 'M ′l ([0, 1]d) 'M ′∞([0, 1]d) and Ml(∪Ai) ≤Ml([0, 1]d) ' 0.
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Finally we have obtained that for t l R,
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ' E(exp{−C∗e√2dz[−zMl(∪Ai) +M ′l (∪Ai)]})
' E
(
exp
{
−C∗e
√
2dzM ′l ([0, 1]
d)
})
.
Thus we get Theorem 1.1. 
Before giving the main ideas to prove Proposition 1.2, let us observe that Proposition 1.2
yields the tail distribution of Mt([0, R]d). Indeed by choosing ρ(·) = ρ (a constant function) we
immediately obtain that
(1.14) lim
ρ→∞ limt→∞
e
√
2dρ
ρ
P
(
Mt([0, R]d) ≥ at + ρ
)
= C∗Rd.
In the case of BRW, by using the “optional lines”, a result similar to (1.14) is enough to obtain
the asymptotic distribution of the maximum. For our model, it is not clear whether there exists
an analogue tool of “optional lines”, thus we need here a general statement as in Proposition 1.2.
The proof of Proposition 1.2 relies on a fine understanding of the path of the particles near to the
maximum (called, in the following, the extremal particles). Furthermore to establish the trajectory
of an extremal particle x at time t, we will also need to control the fluctuations of (Ys(y)−Ys(x))s≤t
for y ∈ B(x, e−t) see Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and Proposition 4.4.
Part II: Sketch of proof of Proposition 1.2. Below are the three main steps:
Step 1: In Proposition 4.4, we establish a localization of the paths of the extremal particles. We
prove that with probability close to 1, any x ∈ [0, R]d satisfying Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)− 1, x must also
verify that Y·(x) ∈BL,ρ(x)t (when L large) with
(1.15) Bα,Lt :=
{
(fs)s≥0, f t ≤ α, f [ t
2
,t] ≤ at + α+ L, ft ≥ at + α− 1
}
, ∀L, α, t > 0.
See also figure 3 (pp 69).
On the set {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)}, λ[0,R]d({x, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x) − 1}) > 0 and then
we can write
1 =
∫
[0,R]d 1{Yt(y)≥at+ρ(y)−1}dy
λ[0,R]d({x, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)− 1})
'
∫
[0,R]d
1{Y·(y)∈BL,ρ(y)t }
λ[0,R]d({x, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)− 1})
dy.
By taking the expectations we get that
A(1.16) := P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x))(1.16)
'
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(y)∈Bρ(y),Lt , ∃x∈[0,R]d, Yt(x)≥at+ρ(x)}
λ[0,R]d({x, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)− 1})
)
dy.
Step 2: The Lemma 5.2 shows that on the set {Y·(y) ∈Bρ(y),Lt }, with an overwhelming prob-
ability, for b large enough, {x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x) − 1} = {x ∈ B(y, eb−t), Yt(x) ≥
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Figure 1:
at + ρ(x) − 1}. In other words, only the particles close enough to y are extremal. Moreover, as
ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t) is a regular function, we may replace ρ(x) by ρ(y) for any x ∈ B(y, eb−t)
and thus (1.16) becomes
A(1.16) '
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(y)∈Bρ(y),Lt , ∃x∈B(y,eb−t), Yt(x)≥at+ρ(y)}
λB(y,eb−t)({x, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(y)− 1})
)
dy
=
∫
[0,R]d
E−ρ(y)
(
1{Y·(y)∈B0,Lt , ∃x∈B(y,eb−t), Yt(x)≥at)}
λB(y,eb−t)({x, Yt(x) ≥ at − 1})
)
dy =: A(1.17).(1.17)
Step 3: We are now able to take profit from the two previous steps, using some elementary
properties of Y . First, by the Markov property at time tb = t− b, we get that
A(1.17) =∫
[0,R]d
E−ρ(y)
(
1{Y tb (y)≤0, Y [ t2 ,tb](y)≤at+L}
Φt,y
[
Ytb(y)− at − L, (Ytb(y + h)− Ytb(y))|h|≤eb−t
])
dy,
with
Φt,y(z, (g(h))|h|≤eb−t) = Ez
(
1{Y (tb)b (y)≤0, Y
(tb)
b (y)≥−L−1, ∃|h|≤eb−t, Y
(tb)
b (y+h)≥−L+g(h)}
λB(0,eb−t)({h, Y (tb)b (y + h) ≥ −L+ g(h)})
)
.
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Then using successively the following three properties of Y : a) the invariance by translation, b)
the scaling property (2.5); c) Lemma 2.2; and finally the Girsanov’s transformation with density
eYtb (0)+dtb , we obtain
A(1.17) =
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)t
3
2E−ρ(y)
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤at+L}
F
[
Btb(y)− at − L, (Bs −B0)s∈[0,t])
])
dy.
with F a function (defined in (5.24)) which does not depend on t and y any more. Finally we
conclude via a renewal theorem, see Proposition 6.5, to ensure that uniformly on y ∈ [0, R]d,
(1.18) E−ρ(y)
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤at+L}
F
[
Btb(y)− at − L, (Bs −B0)s∈[0,t])
]) ∼ C∗ ρ(y)
t
3
2
.
From (1.17) and (1.18) we deduce Theorem 1.2. 
Remark: Let G be a random variable independent of M ′([0, 1]d) and satisfying P (G ≤ −z) =
e−C∗e
√
2dz
, ∀z ∈ R. By combining (1.14) and (1.9) we get
(1.19) lim
ρ→∞
e
√
2dρ
ρ
P
(
G+
1√
2d
logM ′([0, 1]d) ≥ ρ
)
= C∗.
We could hope that (1.19) may to identify the tail of distribution of M ′([0, 1]d). As proved in
[10], in dimension one and for a particular model, we expect that P
(
M ′([0, 1]d) ≥ ρ) ∼
ρ→∞ θρ
−1.
Unfortunately, (1.19) is not sufficient to obtain such a result (see for instance [13]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some notations and general properties
about our log-correlated Gaussian field. We prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 by assuming Proposition
1.2. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the tightness of Mt and the localization of the path of
extremal particles. Assuming Theorem 5.6, we prove Proposition 1.2 in Section 5. Finally Theorem
5.6 is proven in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Here we state some elementary results and notations used through the paper. Let us start by a
definition.
Definition 2.1 For any domain D ⊂ Rd and any f(·) ∈ C(D,R), let
(2.1)
w
(D)
f(·)(δ) := sup
y, x∈D, |x−y|≤δ
|f(x)− f(y)|, w(D,1/3)f(·) (δ) := sup
y,x∈D, |x−y|≤δ
|f(x)− f(y)|
|x− y|1/3 , ∀δ > 0.
For any function g·(·) ∈ C(R+ ×D,R), let
(2.2) wg·(·)(δ, y, t) := sup
s≤t, x∈D, |x−y|≤δ
|gs(x)− gs(y)|, ∀ δ > 0, y ∈ D, t > 0.
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When D = [0, R]d (R > 0), we will use w
(R)
f(·)(δ) and w
(R,1/3)
f(·) (δ) instead of respectively w
([0,R]d)
f(·) (δ)
and w
([0,R]d,1/3)
f(·) (δ). Similarly, when D = B(0, b) (b > 0), we denote w
(0,b)
f(·) (δ) := w
(B(0,b))
f(·) (δ). We
cite (with our notations) a Lemma due to [19] .
Lemma 2.2 ([19]) Recall that g(·) := 1− k(·). For any fixed u 6= x, the process (Yt(u))t≥0 can be
decomposed as:
Yt(u) = P
x
t (u) + Z
x
t (u)− ζxt (u), ∀t > 0,
where
- ζxt (u) :=
√
2d
∫ t
0 g(e
s(x− u))ds, t > 0,
- P xt (u) :=
∫ t
0 k(e
s(x − u))dYs(x) is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra generated by
(Yt(x))t≥0,
- the process (Zxt (u))t≥0 is a centered Gaussian process independent of (Yt(x))t≥0 with covariance
kernel:
(2.3)
E (Zxt (u)Z
x
t′(v)) :=
∫ t∧t′
0
[k(es(u− v))− k(es(x− u))k(es(x− v))] ds, ∀ t, t′ > 0, x, u, v ∈ Rd.
Observe that (2.3) implies (Zxt (x+u))t∈R+, u∈Rd
(law)
= (Z0t (u))t∈R+, u∈Rd for any x ∈ Rd. Some simple
computations lead to
Lemma 2.3 (i) For any x, u, v ∈ Rd and t, t′ ∈ R+, we have:
E (P xt (u)P
x
t′ (v)) :=
∫ t∧t′
0
k(es(x− u))k(es(x− v))ds.(2.4)
(ii) For any l > 0 the following equality holds:
(2.5) (Ys+l(x)− Yl(x))s∈R+,x∈Rd =:
(
Y (l)s (x)
)
s∈R+, x∈Rd
(d)
= (Ys(xe
l))s∈R+, x∈Rd .
(iii) For any b > 0, uniformly in u ∈ B(0, b), limt→∞ ζt(ue−t) =
√
2d
∫ 0
−∞ g(e
vu)dv := ζ(u).
Finally we state a Proposition which will be used in the proof of Proposition 6.5.
Proposition 2.4 Let b, t > 0. For almost every w ∈ Ω, (B(0, eb) 3 y 7→ (Z0t (ye−t)(w)) belongs to
C(B(0, eb),R). Moreover when t goes to infinity, the Gaussian process (B(0, eb) 3 y 7→ (Z0t (ye−t))
converges weakly (according to the topology induced by the uniform norm in C(B(0, eb),R)) toward
the centered Gaussian process B(0, eb) 3 y 7→ Z(y) defined by:
(2.6) E(Z(y)Z(z)) =
∫ 0
−∞
[k((y − z)ev)− k(yev)k(zev)] dv, y, z ∈ B(0, eb).
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. By standard results on the Gaussian processes, the regularity of the kernel
k implies the continuity of Z0t (·) (see for instance [21]). Then it suffices to observe that
E
(
Z0t (ye
−t)Z0t (ze
−t)
)
=
∫ 0
−t
k((y − z)ev)− k(yev)k(zev)dv
→
t→∞
∫ 0
−∞
k((y − z)ev)− k(yev)k(zev)dv.
So the finite dimensional laws of (B(0, eb) 3 y 7→ (Z0t (ye−t))t≥0 converge to those of B(0, eb) 3 y 7→
Zy. Finally it remains to show the tightness of (Z0t (·))t≥0 which is routine (cf [12]) and we omit
the details. 
Convention: Throughout the paper, c, c′, c′′ denote generic constants and may change from
paragraph to paragraph. These constants are independent of the parameters t, l, R, L, b, M, σ...,
according to the context of the lemmas and propositions.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming Proposition 1.2
Let l, R ≥ 0 satisfying m := el+1(R+1) ∈ N. For any {1, ...,m}d 3 i = (i1, ..., id), let
- ai := (R+ 1) ((i1 − 1), ..., (id − 1)), which is a point of [0, el]d,
- Ai be a subset of [0, e
l]d defined by Ai := ai + [0, R]
d.
As in figure 1 (pp 7), we also define NR,l := [0, e
l]d∖ ⋃
i∈{1,...,m}d
Ai
, which corresponds to “a buffer
zone”. Indeed for any i 6= j, d(Ai, Aj) := inf{|x− y|, x ∈ Ai, y ∈ Aj} ≥ 1, then NR,l is the minimal
area needed to make sure that the values taken by the process Yt−Yl inside each Ai are independent
of its values on all other Aj for j 6= i.
The proof of the following three lemmas are postponed at the end of this section.
Lemma 3.1 For any z ∈ R,  > 0, there exists R0 ≥ 0 such that for any l, R ≥ R0 with el+1(R+1) ∈ N,
P
(
|z|Ml([0, 1]d) ≥ e−
√
2dz
)
+ P
(
M ′l (e
−lNR,l) ≥ e−
√
2dz
)
≤ .(3.1)
Lemma 3.2 For any  > 0 there exists l0 > 0 such that for any l ≥ l0,
(3.2) P
(
w
(1,1/3)
Yl(·) (
1
l
e−l) ≥ e l3
)
= P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,el]d, |x−y|≤ 1
l
∣∣Yl( xel )− Yl( yel )∣∣
|x− y|1/3 ≥ 1
)
≤ .
Lemma 3.3 For any  > 0, a < 1
2
√
2d
there exists l0 > 0 such that for any l ≥ l0,
(3.3) P
(
∀x ∈ [0, 1]d, −10
√
2dl ≤ Yl(x) ≤ −a log l
)
≥ 1− .
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The Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 are essentially contained in [19], whereas Lemma 3.2 stems from [21].
Now by admitting Lemma 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we can give the
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let z ∈ R. Fix  > 0. Let us choose in the following order
A) a constant R ≥ R0 associated to z,  as in Lemma 3.1,
B) a constant l0 associated to  as in Lemma 3.2,
C) a constant l1 ≥ l0 associated to R,  as in Proposition 1.2,
D) a constant l2 ≥ l1 associated to  as in Lemma 3.3 with a = κd(= 14√2d),
E) Finally a constant l ≥ l2 + ez such that el+1(R+1) ∈ N.
According to the previous lemmas the probability of
YR,z(l) := {w(1,1/3)Yl(·) (
1
l
e−l) ≤ e l3 , |z|Ml([0, 1]d) + |M ′l (e−lNR,l)| ≤ e−
√
2dz,
∀x ∈ [0, 1]d, −10
√
2dl ≤ Yl(x) ≤ −κd log l}.(3.4)
is bigger than 1− 3. For any t ≥ el,
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ≥ P (Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z, YR,z(l))
≥ E
(
1{Mt(e−l∪Ai)≤at−z}; YR,z(l)
)
−E
(
1{∃x∈e−lNR,l, Yt(x)≥at−z}; YR,z(l)
)
.(3.5)
Let us bound the second term in (3.5). By the Markov property at time l and the scaling property
(2.5) applied to the set NR,l, we get that
E
(
1{∃x∈e−lNR,l, Yt(x)≥at−z}; YR,z(l)
)
= E
(
P
(
∃x ∈ e−lNR,l, Y (l)t−l(x) ≥ at − z − χ(x)
)∣∣∣χ(·)=Yl(·) ;YR,z(l)
)
= E
(
P (∃x ∈ NR,l, Yt−l(x) ≥ at − z − χ(x))∣∣∣χ(·)=Yl( ·
el
)
;YR,z(l)
)
.(3.6)
We can find a collection (yj)j∈J ∈ ([0, el]d)J , #J <∞ satisfying
- for any distinct j1, ..., jd+2 ∈ J ,
d+2∩
k=1
(yjk + [0, 1]
d) = ∅,
- The set ∪
j∈J
(yj + [0, 1]
d) is contained in the closure NR,L of NR,L.
Moreover for t sufficiently large, on YR,z(l), for any j ∈ J , we have −Yl(yj + ·el ) − z ∈C1(l, κd2 log l, log t). So on YR,z(l), by the invariance by translation and Proposition 1.2 (notice
that at − at−l → 0 when t goes to infinity), there exists T0 such that for any t ≥ T0, j ∈ J ,
P
(∃x ∈ yj + [0, 1]d, Yt−l(x) ≥ at − z − χ(x))|χ(·)=Yl( ·
el
)
≤ (C∗ + 1)
∫
x∈yj+[0,1]d
(−z − Yl(xe−l))e
√
2d(Yl(xe
−l)+z)dx.
Recall that −Yl(yj + ·el )− z ∈ C1(l, κd2 log l, log t) implies −z − Yl(xe−l) ≥ κd2 log l ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ [0, 1]d.
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So the expectation in (3.6) is smaller than
≤ (d + 2)(C∗ + 1)E
(∫
x∈NR,l
(−z − Yl(xe−l))e
√
2d(Yl(xe
−l)+z)dx;YR,z(l)
)
≤ cE
(∫
x∈e−lNR,l
(−z − Yl(x))e
√
2d(Yl(x)+z)+dldx;YR,z(l)
)
.(3.7)
Last inequality stems from the change of variables xe−l → x. We recognize the expression of the
additive martingale and the derivative martingale as in (1.4), therefore (3.7) is equal to
E
(
e
√
2dz[(−z)Ml(e−lNR,l) +M ′l (e−lNR,l)];YR,z(l)
)
≤ ,
by definition of YR,z(l) in (3.4). Finally
E
(
1{∃x∈e−lNR,l, Yt(x)≥at−z}; YR,z(l)
)
≤ .(3.8)
Let us go back to (3.5). To treat the first term in (3.5), we start as before, by applying the Markov
property at time l and the scaling property (2.5). Then observing that for any i 6= j, d(Ai, Aj) ≥ 1
and using (3.5) and (3.8), we deduce that
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
)
≥ E
(
P (∀x ∈ ∪Ai, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − χ(x))∣∣∣χ(·)=Yl( ·
el
)
; YR,z(l)
)
− 
= E
( ∏
i∈{1,...,m}d
P (∀x ∈ Ai, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − χ(x))∣∣∣χ(·)=Yl( ·
el
)
; YR,z(l)
)
− .
For t sufficiently large, on YR,z(l) we have −Yl(ai+ ·el )−z ∈ CR(l, κd2 log l, log t), thus by Proposition
1.2, there exists T1 ≥ T0 such that for any t ≥ T1, i ∈ {1, ...,m}d
P
(
∀x ∈ Ai, Yt−l(x) ≤ at − z − χ(x)
)
≥ 1− C∗(1 + )
∫
Ai
[−z − χ(x)]e
√
2d(χ(x)+z)dx
= 1− C∗(1 + )e
√
2dz(−zMl(e−lAi) +M ′l (e−lAi)).
Finally we get:
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
)
≥ E
( ∏
i∈{1,...,m}d
[1− C∗(1 + )e
√
2dz(M ′l (e
−lAi)− zMl(e−lAi))]; YR,z(l)
)
− .
On YR,z(l), ∀x ∈ [0, 1]d, κd2 log l ≤ −Yl(x), thus ∀i ∈ {1, ...,m}d we clearly have
Ml(e
−lAi) + |M ′l (e−lAi)| =
∫
e−lAi
(−Yl(x) + 1)e
√
2dYl(x)+dldx
≤ cRd log l
lκd
√
2d
4
≤ .
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So we deduce
P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ≥ E(e−C∗e√2dz(1+c)[M ′l (e−l∪iAi))−zMl(e−l∪iAi)]; YR,z(l))− .
On YR,z(l),
|zMl(e−l ∪
i
Ai) +M
′(e−l ∪
i
Ai))−M ′l ([0, 1]d)| ≤ |z|Ml(e−l ∪
i
Ai) + |M ′l (e−lNR,l)| ≤ e−
√
2dz,
so P
(
Mt([0, 1]d) ≤ at − z
) ≥ E(e−C∗e√2dz(1+c)M ′l ([0,1]d)−2C∗) − 2. By combining this inequality
with Theorem A, we obtain the lower bound for Theorem 1.1. The upper bound of (1.9) can be
derived in the same way. 
3.1 Proof of Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and 3.2
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By [22], observe that
Ml([0, 1]
d) →
l→∞
0, a.s,
which is sufficient to treat the first probability in (3.1). To treat M ′l (e
−lNR,l) we use the following
fact (see [19]): For any β > 0 we can find two processes Z˜βl (A), Z
β
l (A), l ≥ 0, A ∈ B([0, 1]d)
satisfying
- almost surely there exists β large enough such that M ′l (A) = Z˜
β
l (A), ∀A ∈ B([0, 1]d) (see [19]
pp 22),
- ∀A ∈ B([0, 1]d), |Zβt (A)− Z˜βt (A)| ≤ βM
√
2d
t ([0, 1]
d) (see pp 22, [19]),
- for any l ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ B([0, 1]d), E(Zβl (A)) = βλ(A) (see pp 9, [19]).
Now let  > 0. We fix β > 0 large enough such that P
(
∃A ∈ B([0, 1]d), M ′l (A) 6= Z˜βl (A)
)
≤ ,
∀l ≥ 0. We choose l0 > 0 large enough such that for any l > l0,
∀A ∈ B([0, 1]), P
(
|Zβl (A)− Z˜βl (A)| ≥

4
)
≤ P
(
βM
√
2d
l ([0, 1]
d) ≥ 
4
)
≤ .
Finally we fix R large enough such that for any l ≥ l0, λ(e−lNR,l) ≤ 2β . We deduce that for any
l ≥ l0,
P
(
M ′l (e
−lNR,l) ≥ 
)
≤ P
(
M ′l (e
−lNR,l) ≥ , M ′l (elNR,l) = Z˜βl (elNR,l)
)
+ 
≤ P
(
Z˜βl (e
−lNR,l) ≥ , |Zβl (e−lNR,l)− Z˜βl (e−lNR,l)| ≤

4
)
+ 2
≤ P
(
Zβl (e
−lNR,l) ≥ 3
4
)
+ 2 ≤ 3,
where in the last inequality we have used the Markov inequality. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. From Proposition 19 in [19], for all a ∈ [0, 1
2
√
2d
),
sup
t≥0
( sup
x∈[0,1]d
Yt(x) + a log(t+ 1)) <∞, a.s.
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Then by studying supx∈[0,1]d(−Yt(x)) we get easily Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The proof is a consequence of Fernique [21] pp 54. Let  > 0 and l ≥ 0. We
consider
ϕl(h) := sup
(x,y)∈([0,1]d)2, |x−y|≤h
√
E((Yl(x)− Yl(y))2)
= sup
(x,y)∈([0,1]d)2, |x−y|≤h
√
2
∫ l
0
g(eu[x− y])du.
As x 7→ g(x) is C1 constant equal to 1 outside B(0, 1), symmetric, with g(0) = 0 and thus g′(0) = 0,
there exists c > 0 such that for any h > 0, ϕl(h) ≤ chel. We imitate the proof of Theorem
4.2.2 in [21] and in particular use the following assertion (see pp 54 in [21]): “ ∀p ≥ 2, b ≥√
1 + 4d log p, m ≥ 12h we have,
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, |x−y|≤h
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)| ≥ b[ϕl(h) + 2ϕl( 1
m
) + 2(2 +
√
2)
∫ ∞
1
ϕl(
1
m
p−u
2
)du]
)
≤ [5mdp2d +md(2mh+ 1)d] ∫ ∞
b
e−
u2
2 du.”(3.9)
Using ϕl(h) ≤ chel, we get
(3.10) P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, |x−y|≤h
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)| ≥ cbel[h+ 1
m
+
1
mp log p
]
)
≤ cd [mdp2d +m2dhd] e− b22 .
We set p = 2 and for any k ∈ N, hk := e−k, mk := 2ek, bk :=
√
7dk, then we observe that
∞∑
k≥l
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, |x−y|≤e−k
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)| ≥ cbkel−k
)
≤
∞∑
k≥l
cedke−
b2k
2
≤
∞∑
k≥l
edke−
7
2
dk ≤ e− 52dl.(3.11)
Furthermore,
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,el]d, |x−y|≤ 1
l
∣∣Yl( xel )− Yl( yel )∣∣
|x− y| 13
≥ 1
)
= P
 sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, |x−y|≤ 1
lel
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)|
(el|x− y|) 13
≥ 1

≤
∑
k≥l+log l
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, e−(k+1)≤|x−y|≤e−k
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)| ≥ (ele−(k+1))
1
3
)
≤
∑
k≥l+log l
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,1]d, |x−y|≤e−k
|Yl(x)− Yl(y)| ≥ cbkel−k e
2
3
(k−l)
cbk
)
.
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If l is large enough, k ≥ l + log l implies e 23 (k−l) ≥ cbk, thus by applying (3.11) we obtain
P
(
sup
x,y∈[0,el]d, |x−y|≤ 1
l
∣∣Yl( xel )− Yl( yel )∣∣
|x− y| 13
≥ 1
)
≤ e− 52dl,
from which Lemma 3.2 follows. 
4 Tightness of the maximum Mt
The main aim of this section is the following
Proposition 4.1 (Tightness) Recall that Id(ρ) is defined in (1.12). There exist c1, c2 > 0 such
that for any l ≥ 2 we can find T (l) > 0 so that the following inequality holds
c1Id(ρ) ≤ P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)) ≤ c2Id(ρ),(4.1)
provided that R ∈ [1, log l], t ≥ T and ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t).
To obtain Proposition 4.1 we need more information about the path of particles x such that
Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x). First we pay attention to the maximum on the trajectory after log l.
Lemma 4.2 There exists c3 > 0 such that for any l ≥ 2, R ≥ 1, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10, +∞),
(4.2) P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,∞)(x) ≥ ρ(x)) ≤ c3 ∫
[0,R]d
((log l)
3
8 + ρ(x)
3
4 )e−
√
2dρ(x)dx.
Remark: This Lemma is similar to the reasoning pp 43 in [1]. However because of the “irregu-
larity” of the function ρ(·), here we only control the trajectories after the time log l.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Without loss of generality we can assume that log l ∈ N. For any k ∈ N, k ≥
log l + 1, z ≥ 0, we define
∆zk,l :=
{
f : f [log l,k−1) ≤ z, f [k−1,k] ≥ z
}
,(4.3)
∆zk,l :=
{
f : f [log l,k−1) ≤ z + 1, f [k−1,k] ≥ z − 1
}
.(4.4)
We say that ∆zk,l is a strong condition on the path whereas ∆
z
k,l is a weak condition on the path.
In particular, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l and Y·(y) /∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l imply that
sup
s≤k
|Ys(x)− ρ(x)− Ys(y) + ρ(y)| ≥ 1.(4.5)
Let us start with the following decomposition
P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,∞)(x) ≥ ρ(x)) ≤ +∞∑
k=log l+1
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
.
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We fix k ≥ log l + 1, and study P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
. By continuity of y 7→ (Ys(y) −
ρ(y))s≤k, if Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l (x satisfies the strong condition) there exist z ∈ (0, R)d and r > 0 such
that x ∈ B(z, r) ⊂ [0, R]d and for any y ∈ B(z, r), y ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l (y satisfies the weak condition).
Thus on the set {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l }, we can introduce r > 0 (r is random) the biggest
radius such that
- there exists zr ∈ [0, R]d, with B(zr, r) ⊂ [0, R]d,
- there exists xr ∈ B(zr, r) such that Y·(xr) ∈ ∆ρ(xr)k,l ,
- for any y ∈ B(zr, r), Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l .
Roughly speaking, the (random) radius r > 0 plays a quantitative role to estimate
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
. Such a technique will be used several times in the sequel.
We denote by S the volume of the unit ball. On the set {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l }, by
definition of r > 0, for any c > 0, (c > 0 will be determined later) we have
1 =
1
Srd
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈∆ρ(y)k,l }
dy
=
1{r≥ e−(k+c)
4
} +
∑
p≥k+c
1{ e−(p+1)
4
≤r< e−p
4
}
 1
Srd
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈∆ρ(y)k,l }
dy.
Taking the expectation, we obtain that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
≤ S−14ded(k+c)
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
dy
+
∑
p≥(k+c)
S−14ded(p+1)E
(
1{r≤ e−p
4
}
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈∆ρ(y)k,l }
dy
)
.(4.6)
Fix p ≥ k + c. For any R ≥ 1, on {r ≤ e−p/4}, B(zr, r) 6= [0, R]d. So there is z ∈ [0, R]d with
|z−zr| ≤ 2r ≤ e−p2 and Y·(z) /∈ ∆
ρ(z)
k,l which implies that sup
s≤k
|Ys(z)−ρ(z)−Ys(xr)+ρ(xr)| ≥ 1 (recall
that Y·(xr) ∈ ∆ρ(xr)k,l ). Therefore for any y ∈ B(zr, r), by the triangular inequality we deduce that
there exists u ∈ [0, R]d, |u−y| ≤ e−p (u is either xr or z) such that sup
s≤k
|Ys(u)−ρ(u)−Ys(y)+ρ(y)| ≥
1
2 . To summarize,
(4.7) {r ≤ e−p/4} ∩ {y ∈ B(zr, r)} ⊂
{
sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤k
|Ys(y)− ρ(y)− Ys(u) + ρ(u)| ≥ 1
2
}
.
Furthermore, we remark that
a) For any c > log(83), as ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞) and e−p ≤ 1l we deduce that sup
u∈B(y,e−p)
|ρ(y) −
ρ(u)| ≤ (e−p) 13 < 18 (recall that p ≥ log l + c).
b) For any y, u ∈ [0, R]d such that |y − u| ≤ e−p, as k is C1 with compact support (thus
Lipschitz), according to Lemma 2.2 we have
(Ys(u))s≤k = (P ys (u) + Z
y
s (u)− ζys (u))s≤k
= (P ys (u) + Z
y
s (u) +O(e
k−p))s≤k.
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Now, we choose c > log(83) large enough such that for any p ≥ k + c the O(ek−p) is smaller than
1
27
(we stress that such c does not depend on k). Consequently by a) and b), for any p ≥ k+ c the
event in the right-hand side of (4.7) is included in
{ sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤k
|P ys (u)− Ys(y)| ≥ 2−3} ∪ { sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤k
|Zys (u)| ≥ 2−3}
= {wP y· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3} ∪ {wZy· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3}, (w·(·, ·, ·) is defined in (2.2)).
We go back to (4.6), and use the independence between (Zy(u))u∈[0,R]d and Y·(y) to deduce that
there are some constants c, c > 0 (independent of k) such that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
) [
edk +∑
p≥k+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3
) ]
+
∑
p≥k+c
edpP
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.
Referring to the Appendix, by (C.1) in Lemma C.1 we get that
∑
p≥k+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3
)
=
∑
p≥k+c
edpP
(
sup
|u|≤e−p, s∈[0,k]
|Z0s (u)| ≥ 2−3
)
≤ ed(k+c)
∑
p≥k+c
ed(p−(k+c))c15e−c162
−6e2(p−k)
≤ cedcedk = c′edk.
Thus we deduce that for any k ≥ log l + 1,
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ∆ρ(x)k,l
)
≤ (1)k + (2)k, with(4.8)
(1)k := ce
dk
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
dy,
(2)k := c
∑
p≥k+c
edp
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.
The Lemma 4.2 will be proved once the following two estimates are shown:∑
k≥log l+1
(1)k ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,(4.9)
∑
k≥log l+1
(2)k ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
[(log l)
3
8 + ρ(x)
3
4 ]e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.10)
For any y ∈ [0, R]d, set Tk(y) := inf{s ≥ k − 1, Ys(y) ≥ ρ(y) − 1}, τk(y) := inf{s ≥ k − 1, Bs ≥
ρ(y)− 1} and τ(y) := inf{s ≥ log l, Bs ≥ ρ(y)− 1}.
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Proof of (4.9). Fix y ∈ [0, R]d. By Girsanov’s transformation we observe that:
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
= P
(
Y [log l,k−1)(y) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, Tk(y) ≤ k
)
= E
(
1{B[log l,k−1)≤ρ(y)+1, τk(y)≤k}
e
√
2dBτk(y)+dτk(y)
)
≤ ce−
√
2dρ(y)e−dkP
(
B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, τk(y) ≤ k
)
= ce−
√
2dρ(y)e−dkP
(
B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, B[k−1,k] ≥ ρ(y)− 1
)
.
Then ∑
k≥log l+1
(1)k ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)E
( ∑
k≥log l+1
1{B[log l,k−1]≤ρ(y)+1, B[k−1,k]≥ρ(y)−1}
)
dy.(4.11)
To bound the expectation inside (4.11), observe that k < τ(y) implies sups∈[log l,k]Bs < ρ(y) − 1
and thus 1{B[log l,k−1]≤ρ(y)+1, B[k−1,k]≥ρ(y)−1} = 0. So by the strong Markov property at time τ(y) we
obtain
E
( ∑
k≥log l+1
1{B[log l,k−1)≤ρ(y)+1, B[k−1,k]≥ρ(y)−1}
)
≤ 2 + E
( ∑
k≥τ(y)+2
1{B[log l,τ(y)]≤ρ(y)}PBτ(y)
(
Bk−1−s ≤ ρ(y) + 1, B[k−1−s,k−s] ≥ ρ(y)− 1
))
≤ 2 + E
(
E
( ∑
k≥s+2
1{B[0,k−s)≤2, B[k−s,k+1−s]≥0}
)∣∣τ(y)=s).
Let us assume for an instant the following assertion: there is c′′12 > 0 such that for any t ≥ 1,
(4.12) P
(
Bt ≤ 2, B[t,t+1] ≥ 0
) ≤ c′′12t− 32 .
Assuming (4.12) and recalling (4.11), we get that∑
k≥log l+1
(1)k ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)
(
2 + c′′12
∑
k≥1
k−
3
2
)
dy ≤ c′
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,
which proves (4.9). It remains to prove (4.12). This is a consequence of (B.2):
P
(
Bt ≤ 2, B[t,t+1] ≥ 0
)
= E
(
1{Bt≤2}PBt(B1 ≥ 0)
)
≤
∞∑
k=0
P
(
Bt ≤ 2, Bt ∈ [1− k, 2− k]
)
P(B1 ≥ k − 1)
(B.2)
≤ t− 32 c12
∞∑
k=0
4(1 + k)P(|B1| ≥ k − 1) ≤ c′′12t−
3
2 .(4.13)
Proof of (4.10). Fix y ∈ [0, R]d. The strategy is similar but we have to work on the event
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{wP y· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3}. Let us observe that
P
(
y ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, k) ≥ 2−3
)
≤ PA(y, k, p) + PB(y, k, p), with
PA(y, k, p) := P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, Tk(y)) ≥ 2−4
)
,
PB(y, k, p) := P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l , sup|u|≤e−p
∣∣∣ ∫ .
Tk(y)
g(esu)dYs(y)
∣∣∣
[Tk(y),k]
≥ 2−4
)
.
We study first PB(y, k, p). As {Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l } = {Y [log l,k−1](y) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, Tk(y) ≤ k}, by the
Markov property at time Tk(y),
PB(y, k, p) = P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
Tk(y)
g(esu)dYs(y)|[Tk(y),k] ≥ 2−4
)
≤ P
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs(y)|k ≥ 2−5
)
,(4.14)
where we have used that sup
s≤k
ζs(u) = O(e
k−p) ≤ 2−7, ∀|u| ≤ e−p. By (C.14) in Lemma C.2, for any
p ≥ k + c, we have
(4.15) P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs|k ≥ 2−5
)
= P(Ap,k,2−5) ≤ c20 exp(−c192−10e2(p−k)),
Therefore combining (4.15) and (4.14), we get that∑
k≥log l+1
∑
p≥(k+c)
∫
[0,R]d
edpPB(y, k, p)dy ≤ c
∑
k≥log l+1
∫
[0,R]d
edkP
(
Y·(y) ∈ ∆ρ(y)k,l
)
dy
≤ c′
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,(4.16)
where we have used (4.9) in the second inequality.
Now we treat PA(y, k, p). By Girsanov’s transformation (with density e
√
2dBTk(y)+dTk(y) ) we
have
PA(y, k, p) = P
(
Y [log l,k−1)(y) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, Tk(y) ≤ k, wP y· (·)(e−p, y, Tk(y)) ≥ 2−4
)
≤ ce−
√
2dρ(y)−dkP
(
B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, τk(y) ≤ k,
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs|τk(y) ≥ 2−4
)
.(4.17)
By using in turn the Ho¨lder inequality and then (C.14) in Lemma C.2 (observe that { sup
|u|≤e−p
| ∫ .0 g(esu)dBs|k ≥
2−4} = Ap,k,2−4), we get that the probability in (4.17) is smaller than
P
(
B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, τk(y) ≤ k
) 3
4 P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs|k ≥ 2−4
) 1
4
≤ P (B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, B[k−1,k] ≥ ρ(y)− 1) 34 c 1420 exp(−c194 2−8e2(p−k)).(4.18)
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Furthermore using the inequality (B.2) (as in (4.13)), we get that
P
(
B[log l,k−1) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, B[k−1,k] ≥ ρ(y)− 1
)
= E
(
PBlog l−ρ(y)−1
(
Bk−1−log l ≤ 0, B[k−1−log l,k−log l] ≥ −2
))
≤ c
E
(
(Blog l + ρ(y) + 1)1{Blog l+ρ(y)+1≥0}
)
(k − log l) 32
≤ c′ ρ(y) + (log l)
1
2
(k − log l) 32
.(4.19)
Finally as
∑
p≥k+c e
d(p−k) exp(− c194 2−8e2(p−k)) ≤ c, gathering (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain
that
∑
k≥log l+1
∑
p≥(k+c)
∫
[0,R]d
edpPA(y, k, p)dy ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
∑
k≥log l+1
[
ρ(y) + (log l)
1
2
(k − log l) 32
] 3
4
e−
√
2dρ(y)dy
≤ c′
∫
[0,R]d
((log l)
3
8 + ρ(y)
3
4 )e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.20)
By combining (4.20) with (4.16), we deduce that∑
k≥log l+1
(2)k ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
((log l)
3
8 + ρ(y)
3
4 )e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,
which completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. .
The subsequent Lemma, similar to Lemma 3.3 in [1], concerns the localization of the trajectory
after t2 of an extremal particle at time t.
Lemma 4.3 There exist c4, c5 > 0 such that for any l ≥ 2 there is T (l) > 0 so that the following
inequality holds
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≥ at + ρ(x) + L, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)
)
≤ c4e−c5L
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x))e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,(4.21)
provided that t ≥ T , L > 0, R ≥ 1 and ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞).
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Instead of (4.21), it is sufficient to prove that there exist c4∗, c5∗ > 0 such
that for any l ≥ 2 there is T (l) > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , L ≥ 1, R ≥ 1 and ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞),
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ∈ It(ρ(x) + L), Yt(x) ∈ It(ρ(x))
)
≤ c4∗e−c5∗L
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x))e−
√
2dρ(x)dx.(4.22)
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Indeed let us assume (4.22) and prove (4.21). We note that the probability in (4.22) is null when
L > −at + 1, so we deduce that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≥ at + ρ(x) + L, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)
)
≤
−at+1∑
L′=L+1
L′∑
u=1
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ∈ It(ρ(x) + L′), Yt(x) ∈ It(ρ(x) + u)
)
≤
−at+1∑
L′=L+1
L′∑
u=1
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x) + u, Y [ t
2
,t](x) ∈ It(ρ(x) + u+ L′ − u),
Yt(x) ∈ It(ρ(x) + u)
)
≤
−at+1∑
L′=L+1
L′∑
u=1
ce−c
′(L′−u)e−
√
2du
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x) + u)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx
≤ ce−c′′L
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x))e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,
which yields (4.21).
It remains to prove (4.22). Let a > 0, let us introduce (with I1t (z) := [at+z−2, at+z+1]),
Nz,Lt,a := {f : f [log l, t
2
] ≤ z, f [ t
2
,t−a] ∈ It(z + L), f [t−a,t] ≤ at + z + L, ft ∈ It(z)},(4.23)
Nz,Lt,a := {f : f [log l, t
2
] ≤ z + 1, f [ t
2
,t−a] ∈ I1t (z + L), f [t−a,t] ≤ at + z + L+ 1, ft ∈ I1t (z)},(4.24)
Hz,Lt,a := {f : f [log l, t
2
] ≤ z, f [ t
2
,t−a] ≤ at + z + L− 1, f [t−a,t] ∈ It(z + L)}.(4.25)
We say that Nz,Lt,a and H
z,L
t,a are strong conditions on the paths whereas N
z,L
t,a is a weak one.
If the path of Y·(x) satisfies all the conditions in the probability of (4.22), either Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
or Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a . So Lemma 4.3 is a consequence of the following assertion: There exists c > 0
such that for any l ≥ 2 there is T (l) > 0 so that the following inequalities hold
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ c(1 + L)a− 12
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(y))e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,(4.26)
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ c(1 + a)e−
√
2dL
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(y))e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,(4.27)
provided that R ≥ 1, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞), t ≥ T , L ≤ −at + 1 and a ∈ [0, t3 ].
Indeed if we choose a = e
√
2d
2
2
3
L in (4.26) and (4.27), then (4.22) follows with c5∗ =
√
2d/6.
In what follows we prove first (4.26) and then (4.27).
Proof of (4.26). As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, with the same arguments, on the set {∃x ∈
[0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a }, we can define r > 0 be the biggest radius such that
- there exists zr ∈ [0, R]d, with B(zr, r) ⊂ [0, R]d,
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- there exists xr ∈ B(zr, r) such that Y·(xr) ∈ Nρ(xr),Lt,a
- for any y ∈ B(zr, r), Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a .
So on {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a }, 1Srd
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈Nρ(y),Lt,a }
dy = 1 (with S the volume of
the unit ball). Then for any c > 0,
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ S−14ded(t+c)
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a
)
dy
+
∑
p≥t+c
S−14dedpE
(
1{r≤e−p/4}
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈Nρ(y),Lt,a }
dy
)
.(4.28)
Reproducing the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we obtain that
r ≤ e−p/4 and y ∈ B(zr, r) =⇒ sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤t
|Ys(y)− ρ(y)− Ys(u) + ρ(u)| ≥ 1
2
=⇒ wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3 or wZy· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3,
where we have chosen:
- t ≥ l large enough such that ∀p ≥ t+ c, sup
u∈B(y,e−p)
|ρ(y)− ρ(u)| ≤ 2−3,
- c (which does not depend on t) large enough such that for any p ≥ t+c, sup
|u|≤e−p, s≤t
|ζys (u)| ≤ 2−7.
Going back to (4.28) and using the independence between (Zy· (u))u∈[0,R]d and Y·(y), we deduce
that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a
) [
edt
+
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
) ]
+
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.
By Lemma C.1,∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
≤
∑
p≥t+c
edpc15 exp(−c162−6e2(p−t)) ≤ cedt,
which implies that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ cedt
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a
)
dy
+c
∫
[0,R]d
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a , wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.
By Girsanov’s transformation (with density e
√
2dYt(y)+dt) we obtain that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)t
3
2
[
P
(
B ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a
)
+∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a , sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs|t ≥ 2−3
)]
dy,(4.29)
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where we have used e−
√
2dYt(y) ≤ t 32 e2−
√
2dρ(y) for Y·(y) ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a . By (B.3), for any y ∈ [0, R]d,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a
)
≤ c12Eρ(y)
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
(1 + L)a−
1
2
≤ c(
√
log l + ρ(y))(1 + L)a−
1
2 ,(4.30)
and by (C.18) (notice that { sup
|u|≤e−p
| ∫ .0 g(esu)dBs|t ≥ 2−3} = Ap,t,2−3), for any u ∈ [0, R]d,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Nρ(y),Lt,a , sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs|t ≥ 2−3
)
≤ c22Eρ(y)
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
(1 + L)a−
1
2 exp(−c19
2
2−6e2(p−t))
≤ c(
√
log l + ρ(y))(1 + L)a−
1
2 exp(−c19
2
2−6e2(p−t)).(4.31)
Finally using (4.31), (4.30) and (4.29) we get (4.26).
Proof of (4.27). We introduce:
(4.32) Hz,Lt,a (m) := {f : f [log l, t
2
] ≤ z, f [ t
2
,t−a+m−1] ≤ at + z+L− 1, f [t−a+m−1,t−a+m] ∈ It(z+L)}.
and the associated weak condition
(4.33)
Hz,Lt,a (m) := {f : f [log l, t
2
] ≤ z + 1, f [ t
2
,t−a+m−1] ≤ at + z + L, f [t−a+m−1,t−a+m] ≥ at + z + L− 2},
We decompose the event {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a } in
a⋃
m=1
{∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)}.
To prove (4.27) it is sufficient to show that for any m ∈ {1, ..., a},
(4.34) P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ ce−
√
2dL
∫
[0,R]d
(ρ(y) +
√
log l)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.
To begin with, we reason as in the proof of (4.26). On the set {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)},
let r be the biggest radius such that
- there exists zr ∈ [0, R]d, with B(zr, r) ⊂ [0, R]d,
- there exists xr ∈ B(zr, r) such that Y·(xr) ∈ Hρ(xr),Lt,a (m)
- for any y ∈ B(zr, r), we have Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m).
Then for any c > 0, we have
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ S−14ded(t−a+m+c)
∫
[0,R]d)
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
dy
+S−14d
∑
p≥t−a+m+c
edpE
(
1{r≤ e−p
4
}
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Y·(y)∈Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)}
dy
)
.
Reproducing the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we obtain that
r ≤ e−p/4 and y ∈ B(zr, r) =⇒ sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤t−a+m
|Ys(y)− ρ(y)− Ys(u) + ρ(u)| ≥ 1/2
=⇒ wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3 or wZy· (·)(e−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3,
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where we have chosen:
- t ≥ l + a−m large enough such that ∀p ≥ t− a+m+ c, sup
u∈B(y,e−p)
|ρ(y)− ρ(u)| ≤ 2−3,
- c (which does not depend on t − a + m) large enough such that for any p ≥ t − a + m + c,
sup
|u|≤e−p, s≤t−a+m
|ζys (u)| ≤ 2−7.
We use the independence between (Zy· (u))u∈[0,R]d and Y·(y) to deduce that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ (4.35) + (4.36), with,
:= c
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
) [
ed(t−a+m) +
∑
p≥t−a+m+c
edp(4.35)
P
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3
) ]
dy,
:=
∫
[0,R]d
∑
p≥t−a+m+c
edpP
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m), wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.(4.36)
By Lemma C.1,∑
p≥t−a+m+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3
)
≤
∑
p≥t−a+m+c
edpc15 exp(−c162−6e2(p−(t−a+m))
≤ ced(t−a+m).(4.37)
Therefore we get
(4.38) (4.35) ≤ ced(t−a+m)
∫
[0,R]d
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
dy.
For any y ∈ [0, R]d set T (y) := inf{s ≥ t− a+m− 1, Ys(y) ≥ at + ρ(y) + L− 2}.
Study of the right hand term in (4.38) . Fix p ≥ t− a+m+ c, y ∈ [0, R]d. Observe that
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(x),Lt,a (m)⇐⇒ Y [log l, t
2
](y) ≤ ρ(y) + 1, Y [ t
2
,t−a+m−1](y) ≤ at + ρ(y) + L,
T (y) ≤ t− a+m.
Thus by Girsanov’s transformation with density e
√
2dYT (y)(y)+dT (y), we have
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ ct 32 e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)−d(t−a+m)P
(
B ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
.(4.39)
According to (B.4),
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ c12Eρ(y)
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
≤ c(
√
log l + ρ(y)).(4.40)
Finally with (4.40) and (4.39) for any y ∈ [0, R]d, we have
(4.41) P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
≤ ce−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)−d(t−a+m)(
√
log l + ρ(y)).
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With (4.38), we immediately deduce that
(4.35) ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(y))e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)dy.(4.42)
Study of (4.36). Fix p ≥ t − a + m + c, y ∈ [0, R]d. We use the independence between
(Ys(y))s≤T (y) and (Y
(T (y))
s (y))s≥0 to get that
P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m), wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t− a+m) ≥ 2−3
)
≤ (4.36)1 + (4.36)2, with
(4.36)1 := P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m)
)
P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
|
∫ .
T (y)
g(esu)dYs(y)|[T (y),t−a+m] ≥ 2−4
)
,
(4.36)2 := P
(
Y·(y) ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m), wP y· (·)(e−p, y, T (y)) ≥ 2−4
)
.
According to Lemma C.2 and (4.41), we have
(4.43) (4.36)1 ≤ ce−d(t−a+m)e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)(
√
log l + ρ(y))c20e
−c192−8e2(p−(t−a+m)) .
Concerning (4.36)2, we apply Girsanov’s transformation with density e
√
2dYT (y)(y)+dT (y) and (C.19)
(notice that { sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0 g(e
su)dBs
∣∣
t−a+m ≥ 2−4} = Ap,t−a+m,2−4) to get that
(4.36)2 ≤ ce−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)−d(t−a+m)t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Hρ(y),Lt,a (m), sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t−a+m ≥ 2−4
)
≤ ce−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)−d(t−a+m)(
√
log l + ρ(y))c22 exp(−c19
2
2−8e2(p−(t−a+m))).(4.44)
Combining (4.44) and (4.43) we deduce that
(4.36) ≤ c
∑
p≥t−a+m+c
ed(p−(t−a+m) exp(−c19
2
2−8e2(p−(t−a+m)))
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(y))e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+L)dy
≤ c′e−
√
2dL
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(y))e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.45)
With (4.42) and (4.45), we get inequality (4.27), and therefore the proof of Lemma 4.3 is completed.

Now we will tackle the proof of Proposition 4.1. For any L,α, t ≥ 0, we introduce
Bα,Lt := {f : f t ≤ α, f [ t
2
,t] ≤ at + α+ L, ft ≥ at + α− 1},(4.46)
Dα,Lt := {f t ≤ α+ 1, f [ t
2
,t] ≤ at + α+ L+ 1, ft ≥ at + α− 2},(4.47)
α,Lt,l (m) := {f : f log l ≥ α, f [log l,t] ≤ α, f [ t2 ,t] ≤ at + α+ L, ft ∈ It(α+m)}.(4.48)
The following proposition implies Proposition 4.1.
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Proposition 4.4 There exist c6, c7 > 0 such that:
(i) For any l > 2 there exists T (l) > 0 so that the following inequality holds
(4.49) P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)) ≤ c6 ∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x))e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,
provided that t ≥ T , R ≥ 1, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞).
(ii) For any  > 0 we can find L, l0(L) > 0 such that for any l > l0, there exists T (l) > 1 so that
the following inequality holds
(4.50) P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x), Y·(x) /∈Bρ(x),Lt
)
≤ Id(ρ),
provided that t ≥ T , R ≥ 1, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞).
(iii) For any l > 1 there exists T (l) > 0 so that the following inequality holds
(4.51) P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ∈ It(ρ(x))) ≥ c7Id(ρ),
provided that t ≥ T ,R ∈ [1, log l], ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t).
Observe that(4.49) gives the upper bound of Proposition 4.1, (4.50) ensures that for L, l large
enough, with an overwhelming probability all the extremal particles x satisfy Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),Lt . Fi-
nally (4.51) is the lower bound of Proposition 4.1, which will be essential to prove Proposition 1.2
(see (5.34)).
Proof of Proposition 4.4. (4.49) and (4.50) can be deduced from the following two assertions:
-There exists c6∗ > 0 such that for any L, l > 1 there is T > 0 so that the following inequality
holds
(4.52) P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),Lt
)
≤ c6∗(1 + L)2
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(y)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy,
provided that t ≥ T , R > 1, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞).
-There exists c6∗∗ > 0 such that for any L, l > 1 there is T > 0 so that the following inequality
holds
(4.53)
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ρ(x),Lt,l (m)
)
≤ c6∗∗(1 + L)
∫
[0,R]d
Eρ(y)
(
B+log l1{Blog l≤1}
)
e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+m)dy,
provided that t ≥ T , R > 1 m > 0, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞).
Proof of (4.49) and (4.50) assuming (4.52) and (4.53). We will decompose the event
{∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)}. For any L > 0 there exist four possible cases:
i) There exists x ∈ [0, R]d such that Y [log l,∞](x) ≥ ρ(x). So we define:
A = {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,∞](x) ≥ ρ(x)},
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ii) If A is not achieved we can consider the case when ∃x ∈ [0, R]d such that Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x) ,
Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x) and Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≥ at + ρ(x) + L. So we define:
BL = {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≥ at + ρ(x) + L, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)},
iii) If A andBL are not achieved, we consider the case when ∃x ∈ [0, R]d such that Y [log l,t](x) ≤ ρ(x),
Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≤ at + ρ(x) + L, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x) and Y log l(x) ≥ ρ(x). So we define:
CL =
⋃
m≥1
{∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ρ(x),Lt,l (m)},
iv) Finally if A, BL and CL are not achieved, it remains the case when ∃x ∈ [0, R]d such that
Y t(x) ≤ ρ(x), Y [ t
2
,t](x) ≤ at + ρ(x) + L, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x). So we define:
DL = {∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x), Y·(x) Bρ(x),Lt }.
Let  > 0. Recalling (4.21), we fix L ≥ 1 large enough such that c4e−c5L ≤ . Then we
choose l0(L) ≥ 1 large enough such that for any l > l0 there is T (l) > 1 such that for any R ≥ 1,
ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞), t ≥ T :
- From Lemma 4.2,
P(A) ≤ c3
∫
[0,R]d
((log l)
3
8 + ρ(y)
3
4 )e−
√
2dρ(y)dy
≤ 
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(y)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.54)
- From Lemma 4.3,
P(BL) ≤ c4e−c5L
∫
[0,R]d
(
√
log l + ρ(x))e−
√
2dρ(y)dy
≤ 
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(y)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.55)
- From (4.53),
P(CL) ≤
∑
m≥0
P
(
∃x ∈ ρ(x),Lt,l (m)
)
≤ c6∗∗(1 + L)
∑
m≥1
e−
√
2dm
∫
[0,R]d
Eρ(y)
(
B+log l1{Blog l≤1}
)
e−
√
2dρ(y)dy
≤ 
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(y)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.(4.56)
In the last inequality we have used ρ(y) ≥ κd log l (as ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)) which implies
Eρ(y)
(
B+log l1{Blog l≤1}
)
= E((ρ(y) +Blog l)+1{Blog l≤1−ρ(y)}) ≤ ol(1)ρ(y).
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Combining (4.54), (4.55) and (4.56) we get (4.50). To obtain (4.49) we use (4.54), (4.55) and
(4.56) with  = 1, and add from (4.52),
P (DL) ≤ c6∗(1 + L)2
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(y)e−
√
2dρ(y)dy.
Thus it yields (4.49) with c6 = c6∗(1 + L)2 + 3. 
Proof of (4.52) and (4.53). The studies of P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),Lt
)
and
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ρ(x),Lt (m)
)
are quite redundant with that of P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ Nρ(x),Lt,a
)
in Lemma 4.3. Then we just mention the main steps:
A) Introduce the weak condition f ∈ α,Lt,l (m) (m, α, L ≥ 0, t ≥ l ≥ 0) which is defined by
f log l ≥ α− 1, f [log l, t
2
] ≤ α+ 1, f [ t
2
,t] ≤ at + α+ L+ 1, ft ∈ I1t (α+m),(4.57)
(Recall that I1t (α) := [at + α− 2, at + α+ 1]). Then in the both cases:
B) Introduce the radius r > 0.
C) Make the common reasoning about the modulus of continuity of y 7→ (Ys(y)− ρ(y))s≤t
D) Decompose Y·(u) by using Lemma 2.2, then precise correctly the constant c to treat the
deterministic part in the modulus of continuity w.
E) Apply Lemma C.1 to treat the probability of P
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
.
F) Apply Girsanov’s transformation with density e
√
2dYt(y)+dt.
At the end of these steps we can affirm that (as in (4.29)): For any l > 1 there exists T > 0
such that for any R ≥ 1 m > 0, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, 10,+∞), t ≥ T ,
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),Lt
)
≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2dρ(y)t
3
2
[
P
(
B ∈Dρ(y),Lt
)
+∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈Dρ(y),Lt , sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)]
dy,(4.58)
and
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Y·(x) ∈ ρ(x),Lt,l (m)
)
≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
e−
√
2d(ρ(y)+m)t
3
2
[
P
(
B ∈ ρ(y),Lt,l (m)
)
+∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈ ρ(y),Lt,l (m), sup|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)]
dy.(4.59)
Furthermore by (B.5), (C.20) and (B.6), (C.21), noticing that { sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0 g(e
su)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3} =
Ap,t,2−3 , we have
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dρ(y),Lt
)
≤ c12ρ(y)(1 + L)2,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dρ(y),Lt , sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)
≤ c22ρ(y)(1 + L)2 exp(−c19
2
2−6e2(p−t)),
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and
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ ρ(y),Lt,l (m)
)
≤ c12(1 + L)Eρ(y)
(
B+log l1{Blog l≤1}
)
,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ ρ(y),Lt,l (m), sup|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)
≤ c22(1 + L)Eρ(y)
(
B+log l1{Blog l≤1}
)
× exp(−c19
2
2−6e2(p−t)).
Finally assertions (4.52) and (4.53) follow easily from (4.58) and (4.59) and the four previous
inequalities. 
Proof of (4.51). The proof relies on a second moment argument. We need some notations:
- Let
es = e
(t)
s :=
{
s
1
12 if 0 ≤ s ≤ t2 ,
(t− s) 112 if t2 ≤ s ≤ t.
(4.60)
- For any x ∈ [0, R]d let (Ak(x))k≥1 be the partition of −x+ [0, R]d defined by
(4.61) A1(x) := [0, R]
d\B(x,1), Ak(x) := B(x, e2−k)\B(x,e1−k) ∩ [0, R]d, ∀k ≥ 2.
In order to have good bounds in our second moment argument, we will restrict to ’good’ particles.
- Let D, L > 0, k ∈ {1, ..., btc}, we say that x ∈ [0, R]d is L−goodk if
sup
y∈Ak(x)
|Yk(x)− Yk(y)| ≤ ek + D
2
and
Yk(x) ≤
 log l
2
3 , if k ∈ {1, ..., 5blog lc − 1},
ρ(x)− 4ek +D, if k ∈ {5blog lc, ..., b12 tc − 1},
at + ρ(x) + L− 4ek +D, if k ∈ {b12 tc, ..., btc}.
(4.62)
We say that x is L−good particle (we write x L−good or simply x good if L = 0) if x is L−goodk
for any k ∈ {1, ..., btc}. Notice that the “23” in log l
2
3 is arbitrary and any value between 12 and 1
could be used.
- Lett :=
{
e−t(i1, ..., id), with ij ∈ {0, ..., bRetc}, ∀j ∈ [1, d]
}
be a regular subdivision of [0, R]d.
We notice that for any l > 0, there exists T > 0 such that for any t > T, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,∞),∣∣∣∣∣e−dt ∑
x∈t
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x) − Id(ρ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12Id(ρ).(4.63)
We also notice that there exists c > 0, such that for any k ∈ {2, ..., btc},
(4.64) e−d(t−k)
∑
y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
1 ≤ c.
- Finally let
(4.65) hgood := #{x ∈ t : Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk ∀k ∈ [2, btc]}.
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Now we can tackle the proof of (4.51). We fix L = 0. By Corollary D.2, there exists c, c′ > 0
and D > 0 large (D from (4.62)) such that for any t ≥ 1 and ρ(x) ∈ [κd log l, log t],
(4.66)
c′e−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x) ≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk ∀k ∈ [2, btc]
)
≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ ce−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x).
So by combining with (4.63) we get that
(4.67)
c′
2
Id(ρ) ≤ E (hgood) ≤ c(1 + 1
2
)Id(ρ).
We look at the second moment of hgood. We recall that for any x ∈ [0, R]d, #{y ∈ t : |x − y| ≤
e2−t} ≤ 2de2d. Recall also that |x−y| ≥ 1 implies that the process Y.(x) and Y.(y) are independent.
So we deduce that
E
(
h2good
) ≤ 2de2dE (hgood) + E( ∑
x,y∈t, |x−y|≥e2−t
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , Y·(y)∈Bρ(y),0t , x,y goodk∀k∈[2,btc]}
)
≤ 2de2dE (hgood) +
∑
x,y∈t, |x−y|≥1
P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
P
(
Y·(y) ∈Bρ(y),0t
)
+
E
(∑
x∈t
∑
y∈t, e2−t≤|y−x|≤1
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , Y·(y)∈Bρ(y),0t , x goodk∀k∈[2,btc]}
)
.(4.68)
By inequality (4.66),∑
x,y∈t, |x−y|≥1
P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
P
(
Y·(y) ∈Bρ(y),0t
)
≤ e−2dt
∑
x,y∈t, |x−y|≥1
ρ(x)ρ(y)e−
√
2d[ρ(x)+ρ(y)]
≤ cId(ρ)2 ≤ cId(ρ),
(observe that R ≤ log l and ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,∞) imply Id(ρ) ≤ 1). Going back to (4.68) we get
E
(
h2good
) ≤ cE (hgood) + t−1∑
k=2
E
 ∑
x,y∈t
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , Y·(y)∈Bρ(y),0t , x goodk, y∈Ak(x)}

:= cE (hgood) +
t−1∑
k=2
(4.69)k.(4.69)
Let us study (4.69)k. For any 2 ≤ k ≤ t − 1, x ∈ [0, R]d the process (Y (k)s (y))s≤t−k, y∈Ak(x) is
independent of the sigma-field
Gk(x) := σ
(
Ys(y), s ≤ k, y ∈ Ak(x), Ys(x), s ∈ R+
)
.
By the Markov property at time k, (4.69)k is equal to∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
PYk(y)
[
Y t
2
−k(y) ≤ ρ(y), Y [ t
2
−k,t−k](y) ≤ at + ρ(y),
Yt−k(y) ∈ It(ρ(y))
])
,
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Now by using the Girsanov’s transformation (with density e
√
2dYt−k(y)+d(t−k), recall also that e−
√
2dYt−k(y) ≤
t
3
2 e−
√
2dρ(y) when Yt−k(y) ∈ It(ρ(y))), we deduce that (4.69)k is smaller than∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
ce−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))e−d(t−k)t
3
2 (4.70)y,t,k
)
, with(4.70)
(4.70)y,t,k := PYk(y)−ρ(y)
[
B t
2
−k ≤ 0, B[ t
2
−k,t−k] ≤ at, Bt−k ∈ It(0)
]
,
when k ≤ t/2 and
c
∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
e−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))e−d(t−k)t
3
2
)
,(4.71)
when t− 1 > k ≥ t/2. To treat (4.69)k we distinguish four cases.
a) k ≤ 5 log l. Let x, y ∈ t with y ∈ Ak(x), by (B.5) in Lemma B.2 we have
ce−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))e−d(t−k)t
3
2 (4.70)y,t,k
≤ c′e−d(t−k)(ρ(y)− Yk(y))e−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))1{ρ(y)−Yk(y)≥0}
≤ c′′e−d(t−k)e−(ρ(y)−Yk(y)).
In addition if x is goodk, we can ensure that ρ(y)− Yk(y) ≥ ρ(y)− ek − D2 − Yk(x) ≥ κd2 log l − D2 .
Finally by combining (4.70), (4.66) and (4.64), we deduce that
(4.69)k ≤ c 1
l
κd
2
e−d(t−k)+
D
2
∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
)
≤ c′ 1
l
κd
2
eDe−dt
∑
x∈t
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)e−d(t−k)
∑
y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
1
≤ c′′ 1
l
κd
2
eDId(ρ).(4.72)
b) 5 log l ≤ k ≤ t/4. Let x, y ∈ t with y ∈ Ak(x), by (B.5) in Lemma B.2 to (4.70)y,t,k, (strictly
speaking, there is a t instead t− k in (B.5), but this does not really matter because of t2 − k ≥ t4)
we have
e−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))e−d(t−k)t
3
2 (4.70)y,t,k
≤ c′e−d(t−k)(ρ(y)− Yk(y))e−
√
2d(ρ(y)−Yk(y))1{ρ(y)−Yk(y)≥0}
≤ c′′e−d(t−k)e−(ρ(y)−Yk(y)).
In addition if x is goodk, we can ensure that ρ(y)− Yk(y) ≥ 3ek + ρ(y)− ρ(x)−D ≥ 3ek − (D+ 1)
(recall that |x − y| ≤ e−5 log l implies |ρ(x) − ρ(y)| ≤ 1 as ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)). Finally by
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combining (4.70), (4.66) and (4.64), we deduce that
(4.69)k ≤ ce−d(t−k)−3ek+D
∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
)
≤ c′e−3ek+De−dt
∑
x∈t
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)e−d(t−k)
∑
y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
1
≤ c′′e−3ek+DId(ρ).(4.73)
c) t/4 ≤ k ≤ t/2. Let x, y ∈ t with y ∈ Ak(x). In addition if x is goodk, we can ensure
that ρ(y) − Yk(u) ≥ 3ek + ρ(y) − ρ(x) − D ≥ 3ek − (D + 1) (recall that |x − y| ≤ e− t4 implies
|ρ(x) − ρ(y)| ≤ 1 as ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)). Finally by combining (4.71), (4.66) and (4.64), we
deduce that
(4.69)k ≤ ct
3
2 e−d(t−k)e
√
2d(−3ek+D)
∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
)
≤ c′t 32 e
√
2d(−3ek+D)e−dt
∑
x∈t
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)e−d(t−k)
∑
y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
1
≤ c′′e
√
2dDe−
√
2d
2
3ekId(ρ).(4.74)
d) t/2 ≤ k ≤ t− 1. Let x, y ∈ t with y ∈ Ak(x). In addition if x is goodk, then we can ensure
that ρ(y)− Yk(y) ≥ 3ek + ρ(y)− ρ(x)−D − at ≥ 3ek − (D + 1)− at. Finally by combining (4.71),
(4.66) and (4.64), we deduce that
(4.69)k ≤ ce−d(t−k)e
√
2d(−3ek+D)
∑
x,y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodk}
)
≤ c′e
√
2d(−3ek+D)e−dt
∑
x∈t
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)e−d(t−k)
∑
y∈t, y∈Ak(x)
1
≤ c′′e
√
2dDe−
√
2d3ekId(ρ).(4.75)
The terms with ek allow us to control the
∑t−1
k=5 log l+1(4.69)k. Indeed by combining (4.72),
(4.73), (4.74) and (4.75) with (4.69) we get:
(4.76) E(h2good) ≤ c′Id(ρ) +
c′′eD 5 log l∑
k=2
1
l
κd
2
+ c′′e
√
2dD
t−1∑
k=5 log l+1
e−
√
2d
2
3ek
 Id(ρ) ≤ cId(ρ).
By the Paley-Zygmund inequality, we have P (hgood ≥ 1) ≥ E(hgood)
2
E(h2good)
≥ cId(ρ). We conclude
because of hgood ≥ 1 implies ∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)− 1. 
5 Tail of distribution of the maximum Mt
Our aim is to prove the Proposition 1.2. We recall (1.11) and (1.15).
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Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let R and  > 0. We want to estimate for ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)). We introduce some notations:
(5.1) Mt,ρ := sup
y∈[0,R]d
(Yt(y)− ρ(y)), Ot,ρ := {y ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(y) ≥ at + ρ(y)− 1},
(5.2)
Mt,ρ(x, b) := sup
y∈B(x,eb−t)
(Yt(y)− ρ(y)), Ot,ρ(x, b) := {y ∈ B(x, eb−t), Yt(y) ≥ at + ρ(y)− 1},
(5.3) and Rt := [e
−t/2, R− e−t/2]d.
For any t > 0, because of the continuity of the function x 7→ Yt(x)− ρ(x), the random variables
λ(Ot,ρ) and λ(Ot,ρ(x, b)) are strictly positive respectively on {Mt,ρ ≥ at} and {Mt,ρ(x, b) ≥ at}.
Therefore for any L ≥ 1,
P
(∃x ∈ [0, R]d, Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x)) = P (Mt,ρ ≥ at) = E(∫
[0,R]d
1{x∈Ot,ρ}1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
dx
)
= (1)L + (2)L + (3),
with
(1)L := E
(∫
Rt
1{x∈Ot,ρ, Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
dx
)
,
(2)L := E
(∫
Rt
1{x∈Ot,ρ, Y·(x)/∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
dx
)
,
(3) := E
(∫
[0,R]d−Rt
1{x∈Ot,ρ}1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
dx
)
.
We shall show that (2)L and (3) are negligible, only (1)L contributes in (1.13).
Recall (1.15), clearly (2)L ≤ P
(
∃x ∈ Ot,ρ ∩ [0, R]d, Y·(x) /∈Bρ(x),Lt
)
. Via Proposition 4.4 , there
exist L and l0(L) ≥ 0 such that for any l ≥ l0 there exists T ≥ 0 such that for any ρ(·) ∈
CR(l, κd log l, log t),
(2)L ≤ Id(ρ).
Concerning (3), decomposing [0, R]d\Rt in, at most, 2de(d−1)
t
2 cube of volume e−d
t
2 , and by the
invariance by translation of (Ys(·))s≥0, we have
(3) ≤ P (∃x ∈ [0, R]d\Rt , x ∈ Ot,ρ) ≤ 2de(d−1) t2P(∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at) .(5.4)
Furthermore on the event {∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at}, we introduce r > 0 (r is random) the biggest
radius, in a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, such that
- there exists zr ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, with B(zr, r) ⊂ [0, e− t2 ]d,
- there exists xr ∈ B(zr, r) such that Yt(xr) ≥ at,
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- for any y ∈ B(zr, r), Yt(x) ≥ at − 1.
Thus on {∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at}, by definition of r > 0, for any t, c > 0, (c > 0 will be
determined later) we have
1 =
1
Srd
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Yt(x)≥at−1}dy
=
1{r≥ e−(t+c)
4
} +
∑
p≥t+c
1{ e−(p+1)
4
≤r< e−p
4
}
 1
Srd
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Yt(y)≥at−1}dy.
By taking the expectation we obtain that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at
)
≤ S−14ded(t+c)
∫
[0,e−
t
2 ]d
P (Yt(y) ≥ at − 1) dy
+
∑
p≥t+c
S−14ded(p+1)E
(
1{r≤ e−p
4
}
∫
B(zr,r)
1{Yt(y)≥at−1}dy
)
.(5.5)
Fix p ≥ t + c. On {r ≤ e−p/4}, B(zr, r) 6= [0, e− t2 ]d. So there exists z ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, |z − zr| ≤
2r ≤ e−p2 with Yt(z) ≤ at− 1 which implies that |Yt(z)− Yt(xr)| ≥ 1. Thus for any y ∈ B(zr, r), by
the triangular inequality we deduce that there exists u ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, |u− y| ≤ e−p (u is either xr or
z) such that sup
s≤t
|Ys(u)− Ys(y)| ≥ 12 . To summarize,
(5.6) {r ≤ e−p/4} ∩ {y ∈ B(zr, r)} ⊂
{
sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤t
|Ys(y)− Ys(u)| ≥ 1
2
}
.
According to Lemma 2.2, for any y, u ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d such that |y − u| ≤ e−p,
(Ys(u))s≤t = (P ys (u) + Z
y
s (u)− ζys (u))s≤t
= (P ys (u) + Z
y
s (u) +O(e
k−p))s≤t.
Now, we choose c > 0 large enough such that for any p ≥ t + c the O(et−p) is smaller than 1
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(we stress that such c does not depend on k). Consequently for any p ≥ t + c the event in the
right-hand side of (5.6) is included in
{ sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤t
|P ys (u)− Ys(y)| ≥ 2−3} ∪ { sup
u∈B(y,e−p), s≤t
|Zys (u)| ≥ 2−3}
= {wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3} ∪ {wZy· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3}, (w·(·, ·, ·) is defined in (2.2)).
We go back to (5.5), and use the independence between (Zy· (u))u∈[0,R]d and Y·(y) to deduce that
there exist some constants c, c > 0 (independent of k) such that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at
)
≤ c
∫
[0,e−
t
2 ]d
P (Yt(y) ≥ at − 1)
[
edt +(5.7) ∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
) ]
+
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
Yt(y) ≥ at − 1, wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
dy.
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Referring to the Appendix, by (C.1) in Lemma C.1 we get
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
wZy· (·)(e
−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
=
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
sup
|u|≤e−p, s∈[0,t]
|Z0s (u)| ≥ 2−3
)
≤ ed(t+c)
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−(t+c))c15e−c162
−6e2(p−t)
≤ cedcedt = c′edt.
Fix y ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d. By Girsanov’s transformation we observe that
(5.8) P (Yt(y) ≥ at − 1) = E
(
1{Bt≥at−1}e
−√2dBt−dt
)
≤ ce−dte−
√
2dat ,
and
P
(
Yt(y) ≥ at − 1, wP y· (·)(e−p, y, t) ≥ 2−3
)
= E
(
e−
√
2dBt−dt1{Bt≥at−1, sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0 g(e
su)dBs
∣∣
t
≥2−3}
)
≤ e−dte−
√
2datP
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)
.(5.9)
By (C.14) in Lemma C.2, for any p ≥ t+ c, we have
(5.10) P
(
sup
|u|≤e−p
∣∣ ∫ .
0
g(esu)dBs
∣∣
t
≥ 2−3
)
= P(Ap,t,2−3) ≤ c20 exp(−c192−6e2(p−t)).
Go back to (5.7) combining (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), we obtain that
P
(
∃x ∈ [0, e− t2 ]d, Yt(x) ≥ at
)
≤ ce−
√
2dat
∫
[0,e−
t
2 ]d
[1 +
∑
p≥t+c
edpc20 exp(−c192−6e2(p−t))]dy
≤ ce−
√
2date−
dt
2 .
Finally with (5.4) for t > 0 large enough, it stems that
(3) ≤ 2de(d−1) t2 ce−
√
2date−
dt
2 ≤ Id.
Therefore we can fix L > 0, such that there exist l > 0 and T > 0 satisfying: ∀ t ≥ T, ρ(·) ∈
CR(l, κd log l, log t),
|P(Mt,ρ ≥ at)− (1)L| ≤ Id(ρ).(5.11)
The previous inequality just express that with an overwhelming probability for any x ∈ [0, R]d,
Yt(x) ≥ at + ρ(x) is equivalent to Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),Lt . We will take advantage of this fact to know the
spatial distribution of extremal particles.
For any t > b ≥ 0, let us introduce:
(5.12) Ξρ,t(b, x) = {∃y ∈ [0, R]d, |y − x| ≥ eb−t, Yt(y) ≥ at + ρ(y)− 1},
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On Ξρ,t(b, x)
c,
1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
=
1{Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x,b))
therefore we obtain
(5.13) (1)L = (1)L,b + (2)L,b − (3)L,b, ∀b ≥ 0,
with
(1)L,b := E
(∫
Rt
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
dx
)
,(5.14)
(2)L,b := E
(∫
Rt
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
dx
)
,(5.15)
(3)L,b := E
(∫
Rt
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
dx
)
.(5.16)
We shall show, via two lemmas, that (2)L,b and (3)L,b are negligible.
Lemma 5.1 There exists c8 > 0 such that for any L, t ≥ b > 1,
(2)L,b + (3)L,b ≤ c8
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1{Ξρ,t(b−log 2,x)}
)
dx, with(5.17)
rt(x) := sup{r > 0, wY·(·)(r, x, t) ≤
1
4
} ∧ e−t.(5.18)
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Fix x∗ ∈ Rt and observe that∫
B(x∗, 1
4
eb−t)
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
[
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
+
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
]
dx
≤ 21{∃x∈B(x∗, 1
4
eb−t), Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Ξρ,t(b−log 43 ,x∗)}.
By continuity of y 7→ (Ys(y) − ρ(y))s≤t, if x ∈ B(x∗, 14eb−t) such that Y·(x) ∈B
ρ(x),L
t (x satisfies
the strong condition) then there exist r > 0 and xr ∈ B(x∗, 14eb−t) such that: x ∈ B(xr, r);
B(xr, r) ⊂ B(x∗, 14eb−t); and for any y ∈ B(xr, r), Y·(y) ∈D
ρ(y),L
t (y satisfies the weak condition).
Thus on the set {∃x ∈ B(x∗, 14eb−t), Y·(x) ∈B
ρ(x),L
t }, there exists r∗ > 0 (see figure 2 pp 38)
which is the biggest radius such that:
- there exists xr∗ ∈ [0, R]d with B(xr∗ , r∗) ⊂ B(x∗, 14eb−t),
- there exists zr∗ ∈ B(xr∗ , r∗) with Y·(zr∗) ∈Bρ(zr∗ ),Lt ,
- for any y ∈ B(xr∗ , r∗), Y·(y) ∈Dρ(y),Lt .
By definition, 1Srd∗
∫
B(xr∗ ,r∗)
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
dy = 1 on {∃x ∈ B(x∗, 14eb−t), Y·(x) ∈B
ρ(x),L
t }, so we
can affirm that∫
B(x∗, 1
4
eb−t)
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
[
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
+
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
]
dx
≤ 2
Srd∗
∫
B(xr∗ ,r∗)
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
1Ξρ,t(b−log 43 ,x∗)dy
≤
∫
B(xr∗ ,r∗)
c
rd∗
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
1Ξρ,t(b−log 2,y)dy.
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Furthermore on {y ∈ B(xr∗ , r∗)} there are two possible options:
- Either there exists xr∗ ∈ [0, R]d such that |zr∗ − xr∗ | ≤ 2r∗ and Y·(xr∗) /∈Bρ(xr∗ ),Lt which
implies that sups≤t
∣∣Ys(xr∗)−Ys(zr∗) +ρ(xr∗)−ρ(zr∗)∣∣ ≥ 1. As ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t) (implying
supz∈B(y,4r∗) |ρ(y)− ρ(x)| ≤ 14) by the triangular inequality, for any y ∈ B(xr∗ , r∗) we have finally
wY·(·)(4r∗, y, t) ≥ 14 .
- Or B(xr∗ , r∗) = B(x∗,
1
4e
b−t) and thus r∗ = 14e
b−t,
Nevertheless in the both cases we have on {y ∈ B(xr∗ , r∗)}
4r∗ ≥ rt(y) := sup{r > 0, wY·(·)(r, y, t) ≤
1
4
} ∧ e−t.
We deduce that∫
B(x∗, 1
4
eb−t)
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
[
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
+
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
]
dx
≤ 4dc
∫
B(xr∗ ,r∗)
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
rdt (y)
1Ξρ,t(b−log 2,y)dy
≤ c′
∫
B(x∗, 1
4
eb−t)
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
rdt (y)
1Ξρ,t(b−log 2,y)dy.
This inequality is true for any x∗ ∈ Rt, moreover we can find N 3 m ≤ ced(t−b), and (xi)i≤m a
collection of Rt such that:
(i) Rt ⊂
⋃
1≤i≤m
B(xi,
eb−t
4 ) ⊂ [0, R]d,
(ii) for any (i1, ..., id+2) ∈ {1, ...,m} distinct,
d+2⋂
j=1
B(xi,
eb−t
4 ) = ∅.
Finally there exists c > 0 independent of L, l or t ≥ b > 1 such that∫
Rt
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
[
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
+
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt ,Mt,ρ≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ)
]
dx ≤
c
∫
[0,R]d
1{Y·(y)∈Dρ(y),Lt }
rdt (y)
1Ξρ,t(b−log 2,y)dy, a.s.
Lemma 5.1 follows easily. 
The proof of the following lemma is postponed at the end of this section:
Lemma 5.2 Let R, L be two constants fixed. For any  > 0 we can find b0, l0 > 1 large enough
such that for any l ≥ l0, b > b0, ∃T > 0 so that the following inequality holds
(5.19) (4)L,b :=
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
)
dx ≤ Id(ρ),
provided that t ≥ T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t).
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Figure 2:
Remark: This lemma gives a description in “cluster” for the repartition of the extremal particles
in [0, R]d. About this question, see also [9] for a slightly different model.
Assuming this Lemma, combining (5.13) and (5.19) we can fix b(L), l0(L) > 0, such that for
any l > l0 there exists T > 0 such that ∀ t ≥ T, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
(5.20) |P(Mt,ρ ≥ at)− (1)L,b| ≤ 2Id(ρ).
Therefore we can restrict our study to (1)L,b. The Markov property at time tb = t − b and the
invariance by translation of our model give
(1)L,b = E
(∫
Rt
1{Y·(x)∈Bρ(x),Lt }
1{Mt,ρ(x,b)≥at}
λ(Ot,ρ(x, b))
dx
)
=
∫
Rt
E
(
1{Y tb (x)≤ρ(x), Y [ t2 ,tb](x)≤at+ρ(x)+L}
(5.21)b,Lx,t
)
dx,(5.21)
with
(5.21)b,Lx,t := E
(
1{Y (tb)b (0)+z(5.21)≤0, Y
(tb)
b (0)≥−L−1, ∃y∈B(0,eb−t), Y
(tb)
b (y)+z(5.21)≥−L−g(5.21)(y)}
λB(0,eb−t)({y : Y (tb)b (y) + z(5.21) ≥ −L− 1− g(5.21)(y)})
)
,
with , g(5.21)(y) = Ytb(x+ y)− Ytb(x)− (ρ(x+ y)− ρ(x)),
z(5.21) = Ytb(x)− at − ρ(x)− L.
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In the following we will denote
(5.22) ∀x ∈ [0, R]d, ρx(.) := ρ(x+ .)− ρ(x).
According to the scaling property
(
Y
(tb)
s (y)
)
s≤b, y∈B(0,eb−t)
(d)
= (Ys(ye
t−b))s≤b, y∈B(0,eb−t), thus we
can rewrite (5.21)b,Lx,t as
edtbEz(5.21)
(
1{Y b(0)≤0, Yb(0)≥−L−1}1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−L−g(5.21)(yeb−t)}
λB(0,1)({y : Yb(y) ≥ −L− 1− g(5.21)(yeb−t)})
)
.
In addition Lemma 2.2 and the Girsanov’s transformation lead to
(1)L,b =
∫
Rt
E
(
e
√
2dYtb (x)+dtb1{Y tb (x)≤ρ(x), Y [ t2 ,tb](x)≤at+ρ(x)+L}
e−
√
2dYtb (x)−dtbedtb(5.21)b,Lx,t
)
dx
=
∫
Rt
e−
√
2dρ(x)t
3
2E−ρ(x)
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤at+L}
FL,b
(
Btb − at − L,Gρxt,b
))
dx,(5.23)
with
- as before B a standard Brownian motion,
- for g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R), z ∈ R ,
(5.24) FL,b(z, g) := e
−√2d(z+L)Ez
(
1{Y b(0)≤0, Yb(0)≥−L−1}1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−L−g(yeb)}
λB(0,1)({y : Yb(y) ≥ −L− 1− g(yeb)})
)
,
- for any Ψ ∈ CR(B(0, eb),R),
(5.25) GΨt,b : B(0, e
b) 3 y 7→ −
∫ tb
0
g(es−ty)dBs − ζt(ye−t) + Z0tb(ye−t)−Ψ(ye−t).
For Ψ = 0 we denote G0t,b = Gt,b. In passing we take the opportunity to define for any σ ∈ [0, tb],
(5.26) Gt,b,σ : B(0, e
b) 3 y 7→ −
∫ tb
tb−σ
g(es−ty)dBs − ζtb(ye−t) + Z0tb(ye−t).
Notice that Z0tb(·) is a centred Gaussian process, independent of B, which have the covariances
as in (2.3). Furthermore by Proposition 2.4 for any b > 0, the Gaussian process B(0, eb) 3 y 7→
Z0tb(ye
−t)− ζtb(ye−t), converges in law to y 7→ Z(ye−b)− ζ(ye−b).
Now we want to get (via a renewal theorem): for any L, b > 0, uniformly in x ∈ Rt,
E−ρ(x)
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤at+L}
FL,b
(
Btb − at − L,Gρxt,b
))
∼ C
∗
t
3
2
ρ(x).
We stress that C∗ must not depend on x or ρ. To obtain this result, we need yet two steps:
-Study the regularity of FL,b (Lemma 5.5)
- Use this regularity to apply a renewal theorem (Theorem 5.6)
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Definition 5.3 A continuous function F : R × C(B(0, eb),R) → R+ is ”b regular” if there exist
two functions h : R→ R+ and F ∗ : C(B(0, eb))→ R+ satisfying
(i)
(5.27) sup
z∈R
h(z) < +∞, and h(z) =
z→−∞ O(e
z).
(ii) There exists c > 0 such that for any δ ∈ (0, 1), g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R) with w(0,1)
g(·eb)(δ) ≤ 14 ,
(5.28) F ∗(g) ≤ cδ−10.
(iii) For any z ∈ R, g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R), F (z, g) ≤ h(z)F ∗(g).
(iv) There exists c > 0 such that for any z ∈ R, g1, g2 ∈ C(B(0, eb),R) with ||g1 − g2||∞ ≤ 18 ,
(5.29) |F (z, g1)− F (z, g2)| ≤ c||g1 − g2||
1
4∞h(z)F ∗(g1).
Definition 5.4 For any M ≥ 0 and F a function b regular, we define
(5.30) F (M)(x, g) := (F (x, g) ∧M)1{x≥−M}.
The proof of the following two results are postponed to the next sections.
Lemma 5.5 (Control of FL,b) For any L, b > 0 the function FL,b defined in (5.24) is b regular.
For any γ ∈ R, let Tγ := inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = γ}. Let (Rs)s≥0 be a three dimensional Bessel process
starting from 0.
Theorem 5.6 Let b > 0 and F : R×C(B(0, eb),R)→ R+ be a function b regular. For any  > 0,
there exists M,σ, l, T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t), z ∈ [1, log t)30,
(5.31)∣∣∣∣∫
Rt
t
3
2 e−
√
2dρ(x)E−ρ(x)
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
F
(
Btb + z,G
ρx
t,b
))
dx− CM,σ(F )Id(ρ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Id(ρ).
with
CM,σ(F ) :=
√
2
pi
∫ M
0
∫ u
0
E
(
F (M)
(
− u, y 7→ Z(ye−b)− ζ(ye−b)
−
∫ T−γ∧σ
0
(1− k(e−sye−b))dBs −
∫ σ
T−γ∧σ
(1− k(e−sye−b))dRs−T−γ
))
dγdu.(5.32)
Assuming Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6, we are in position to end the proof of the Theorem
1.2. Indeed combining (5.20), (5.23), Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6 (applied with z = −at −L and
F = FL,b) we deduce that: ∀ > 0 there exist L, b, M, σ > 0 such that for l, T > 0 large enough we
have : for any t ≥ T, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
(5.33) |P(Mt,ρ ≥ at)− CM,σ(FL,b)Id(ρ)| ≤ Id(ρ).
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In addition by Proposition 4.1: There exist c1, c2 > 0 and l, T > 0 large such that: for any
t ≥ T, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
(5.34) c1Id(ρ) ≤ P(Mt,ρ ≥ at) ≤ c2Id(ρ).
For any n ∈ N∗, let (L, b,M, σ)n such that (5.33) is true with  = 1n . Clearly Cn := CMn,σn(FLn,bn) ∈
[ c12 , 2c2] for any n ∈ N large enough. Let φ : N → N strictly increasing such that Cφ(n) → C∗ ∈
[c1/2, 2c2].
Now we fix  > 0. Let N0 > 0 such that for any n ≥ N0, |Cφ(n) − C∗| ≤ . Then we choose
N1 > N0 such that n ≥ N1 implies 1φ(n) ≤ . Finally there exist (according to (5.33))
l(N1), T (N1) > 0 such that for any t ≥ T, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
|P(Mt,ρ ≥ at)− C∗Id(ρ)| ≤ Id(ρ).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
In the next two subsections we shall prove Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5, then in Section 6 we will prove
Theorem 5.6.
5.1 Proof of Lemma 5.2
This important Lemma gives the cluster representation for the extremal particles. The notion of
”good particles”, defined in (4.62) and studied in section D is essential for its proof.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let R, , L > 0. Recall the definition of Ξρ,t(b, x) in (5.12), we want to show
that there exist b0, l0 such that for any b > b0, l > l0, ∃T > 0 so that the following inequality holds
(4)L,b :=
∫
[0,R]d
E
(1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1Ξρ,t(b,x)
)
dx ≤ 
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,
provided that t > T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t).
Let A∗ := B(0, e2)\B(0,e). Recall (4.60), (4.61) and (4.62) for the definitions of respectively
(es)s≤t, , Ak(u), u is L−goodk and u is L−good. By Lemma D.1 we choose D(L, ), l0(L, ) large
enough such that for any l ≥ l0, ∃T > 0 so that the following inequality holds∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1{x notL−good}
)
dx ≤ Id(ρ),
provided that t ≥ T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t). So we can restrict our study to
~L,b :=
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1Ξρ,t(b,x)1{xL−good}
)
dx.
Without loss of generality we can always assume that t − b ∈ N, so the subsets (Ak(y))1≤k≤t−b+1
form a partition of {u ∈ [0, R]d, |y − u| ≥ eb−t}, therefore
~L,b ≤
tb+1∑
k=1
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt , x L−good}
rt(x)d
1{∃u∈Ak(x), Yt(u)≥at+ρ(u)−1}
)
dx.
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As k is continuous with support included in B(0, 1), for any k ≤ t−b+1, the process (Y (k)s (u)) s ≤ t− k
u ∈ Ak(x)
is independent of
Gk(x) := σ
(
Ys(u), s ≤ k, u ∈ Ak(y), Ys(y), s ∈ R+, y ∈ B(x, e−t)
)
According to the definition (5.18), clearly rt(x) is measurable with respect to Gk(x). Then by the
Markov property at time k,
~L,b ≤
tb+1∑
k=1
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt , x is L−goodk}
rt(x)d
×
P
(
∃u ∈ Ak(x), Y (k)t−k(u) ≥ at + ρ(u)− g(u)
)
g(·)=Yk(·)+1
)
dx
=:
tb+1∑
k=1
~L,b (k).
We remark that for any c > 0∫
[0,R]d
E
(1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
)
dx ≤
∫
[0,R]d
ced(t+c)E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
)
+
∑
p≥t+c
edpE
(
1{rt(x)≤e−p/4}1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
)
dx.
By the arguments C), D), E) and F) pp 28 used to prove (4.52), we can affirm that
(5.35)
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)
)
dx ≤ c(1 + L)2
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,
Using (5.35) we will bound ~L,b(k) by distinguishing three cases:
A) If k ≤ 5 log l. As x is goodk, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t) and u ∈ Ak(x),
ρ(u)− sup
v∈Ak(x)
Yk(v)− 1 ≥ −[ek + D
2
]− Yk(x) + ρ(u)− 1
≥ ρ(u)− (log l) 23 − (5 log l) 112 − D
2
− 1
≥ ρ(u)− (log l) 112 − D
2
− 1 ≥ κd
2
log l,
once l ≥ eD2 . By using in turn the scaling property (2.5) and then the invariance by translation
we get that
~L,b(k) ≤
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
P
(
∃u ∈ Ak(x), Y (k)t−k(u) ≥ at +
κd
2
log l
))
dx
≤
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
P
(
∃v ∈ A∗, Yt−k(v) ≥ at + κd
2
log l
))
dx.
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By applying Proposition 4.4 (with the constant function x 7→ κd2 log l ∈ CA∗(1, 10,+∞)) we have
for some β > 0,
P
(
∃v ∈ A∗, Yt−k(v) ≥ at + κd
2
log l
)
≤ c6
∫
A∗
κd
2
log le−
√
2d
κd
2
log ldu
≤ cl−β, (notice that λ(A∗) ≤ 1).
Finally ~L,b(k) ≤ cl−β
∫
[0,R]d E
(1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
)
dx then, by applying (5.35) we get that
5 log l∑
k=0
l−β ~L,b (k) ≤ cl−β
5 log l∑
k=0
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
)
dx.
≤ c′(1 + L)2l−βId(ρ),(5.36)
which is smaller than Id(ρ) for l large enough.
B) If 5 log l ≤ k ≤ t2 . As x is goodk, and u ∈ Ak(x),
ρ(u)− sup
v∈Ak(x)
Yk(v)− 1 ≥ −[ek + D
2
]− Yk(x) + ρ(u)− 1
≥ −[ek + D
2
] + (−ρ(x) + 4ek −D) + ρ(u)− 1
≥ 3ek − 3
2
D − 2.
For the last inequality, recall that ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t), |u−x| ≤ ce−5 log l if k ≥ 5 log l and thus
|ρ(u)− ρ(x)| ≤ 1. In addition with the scaling property (2.5) then the invariance by translation we
get that
~L,b(k) ≤
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
P
(
∃u ∈ Ak(x), Y (k)t−k(u) ≥ at + 3ek −
3
2
D − 2
))
dx
≤
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
P
(
∃v ∈ A∗, Yt−k(v) ≥ at + 3ek − 3
2
D − 2
))
dx.
By applying Proposition 4.4 then (5.35) we get that
~L,b(k) ≤ c
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
)
e−3ek+
3
2
Ddx ≤ c′(1 + L)2Id(ρ)e−3ek+ 32D.
Finally, there exists c > 0 such that
b t
2
c∑
k=5 log l
~L,b (k) ≤ ce
3
2
D
b t
2
c∑
k=5 log l
(1 + L)2Id(ρ)e
−3ek ≤ c′(1 + L)2e 32De−3elog lId(ρ)
≤ Id(ρ).(5.37)
once l is large enough.
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C) If t− b+ 1 ≥ k ≥ t2 . As x is goodk and u ∈ Ak(x),
at + ρ(u)− sup
v∈Ak(x)
Yk(v)− 1 ≥ −[ek + D
2
]− Yk(x) + at + ρ(u)− 1
≥ 3ek − 3D
2
− L+ ρ(u)− ρ(x)− 1 ≥ 3ek − 3D/2− L− 2.
For the last inequality, recall that ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t), |u − x| ≤ ce− t2 if k ≥ t/2 and thus
|ρ(u)− ρ(x)| ≤ 1. According to Lemma 4.2 (with the constant function x 7→ 3ek − 3D/2−L− 2 ∈
CR(1, 10,+∞)) one has
P
(
∃u ∈ Ak(x), Y (k)t (u) ≥ at + ρ(u)− g(u)
)∣∣∣g(u)=Yk(u) ≤ P (∃u ∈ A∗, Yt(u) ≥ 3ek − 3D/2− L− 2)
≤ c3e−[3ek−3D/2−L−2].
Finally with in addition (5.35) we get that
~L,b(k) =∫
[0,R]d
E
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt , x is L−goodk}
rt(x)d
P
(
∃u ∈ Ak(x), Y (k)t−k(u) ≥ at + ρ(u)− g(u)
)∣∣∣g(u)=Yk(u)
 dx
≤ ce−[3ek−3D/2−L]
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
)
dx
≤ c′e−[3ek−3D/2−L](1 + L)2
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx,
and thus
tb+1∑
k= t
2
+1
~L,b (k) ≤
tb+1∑
k= t
2
+1
c(1 + L)2e−[3ek−3D/2−1]Id(ρ)
≤ c′(1 + L)2e( 32D+L)e−b
1
12
Id(ρ).
This yields that there exists b0(D,L) ≥ 1, such that for any b ≥ b0, and any t ≥ 1, ρ(·) ∈
CR(l, κd log l, log t) we have
(5.38)
tb+1∑
k= t
2
+1
~L,b (k) ≤ Id(ρ).
From (5.36), (5.37) and (5.38) we get Lemma 5.2. 
5.2 Proof of Lemma 5.5
Fix L, b > 1. We shall prove that FL,b is b regular with
h(z) = hL,b(z) := e
−√2d(z+L)Pz+L+1 (Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 ,(5.39)
F ∗(z) = F ∗b (g) := sup
z∈R
Ez
(
1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−g(yeb)}
[λB(0,1)
({y, Yb(y) ≥ −g(yeb)− 12})]8
) 1
4
.(5.40)
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Proof of Lemma 5.5. We will show that hL,b and F
∗
b satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Definition 5.3.
-To check (i), observe that there exists c > 0 such that
(5.41) sup
z∈R
hL,b(z) ≤ c, and hL,b(z) ≤ ez, if z < −(2b+ L+ 1).
-Now we shall prove (ii): Let g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R) such that w(0,1)
g(·eb)(δ) ≤ 14 . We define Λ =
λB(0,1)({y, Yb(y) ≥ −g(yeb) − 12}). On the set {∃y ∈ B(0, 1), Yb(y) ≥ −g(yeb)}, we introduce r
the biggest radius such that ∃xr with B(xr, r) ⊂ B(0, 1); ∃zr ∈ B(xr, r) with Yb(zr) ≥ −g(zreb);
∀y ∈ B(xr, r), Yb(y) ≥ −g(yeb)− 12 . By (5.40),
F ∗b (g)
4 = sup
z∈R
Ez
(
1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−g(yeb)}
Λ8
)
≤ S−8(ebd/δ)8 +
∞∑
k=eb/δ
S−8(k + 1)8sup
z∈R
Ez
(
1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−g(yeb)}1{ S
(k+1)d
≤Λ≤ S
kd
}
)
,
with S the volume of the unit ball. Clearly, Λ ≤ S( 1k )d implies r ≤ 1k , moreover on {r ≤ 1k < δ},
1 = 1{ sup
x,y∈B(0,1)
|x−y|≤ 1
k
|Yb(x)−Yb(y)|≥ 12−w
(0,1)
g(.eb)
(δ)} ≤ 1{ sup
x,y∈B(0,1)
|x−y|≤ 1
k
|Yb(x)−Yb(y)|≥ 14}.
Furthermore by (3.10) (with h = 1k , m = 2k, p = 2, l = b and x = ce
−bk) we have
sup
z∈R
Pz
(
sup
x,y∈B(0,1)
|x−y|≤ 1
k
|Yb(x)− Yb(y)| ≥ 1
4
)
= P0
(
sup
x,y∈B(0,1)
|x−y|≤ 1
k
|Yb(x)− Yb(y)| ≥ 1
4
)
≤ c′e− 1c′′ e−bk.
Finally F ∗b (g)
4 ≤ S−8e8bd/δ8 +
∞∑
k=1+eb/δ
S−8(k + 1)8ce−
1
c′′ e
−bk ≤ e4cIbδ−8, which suffices to prove of
(ii).
-Check (iii) stems easily from the definition of FL,b in (5.24) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
-It remains to prove (iv). Let g1, g2 two continuous functions from B(0, e
b) → R such that
||g1 − g2||∞ = δ < 18 . Let us define (only for this proof) ∀g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R) and γ ∈ R:
M(g) := sup
y∈B(0,1)
(Yb(y) + g(ye
b)), Λg(γ) := λB(0,1)({y, Yb(y) ≥ −g(yeb) + γ}).
With these two notations we have:
(5.42) |FL,b(z, g1)− FL,b(z, g2)| ≤ e−
√
2d(z+L)Ez+L+1
(
1{Yb(0)≥0}
∣∣∣∣1{M(g1)≥1}Λg1(0) − 1{M(g2)≥1}Λg2(0)
∣∣∣∣) .
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By the triangular inequality observe that∣∣∣∣1{M(g1)≥1}Λg1(0) − 1{M(g2)≥1}Λg2(0)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣1{M(g1)≥1} − 1{M(g2)≥1}Λg1(0)
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣1{M(g2)≥1}( 1Λg1(0) − 1Λg2(0)
)∣∣∣∣
≤ 1{M(g1)∈[1−δ,1+δ]}
Λg1(0)
+
Λg1(−δ)− Λg1(δ)
Λg1(0)Λg2(0)
where we have used ||g1 − g2||∞ = δ. Furthermore from Theorem 3.1 in [24], as V ar(Yb(y)) = b ≥
1, ∀y ∈ B(0, 1), we can affirm that there exists c > 0 such that for any δ ∈ (0, 1), g ∈ C(B(0, eb),R),
(5.43) sup
z∈R
P (M(g) ∈ [z − δ, z + δ]) ≤ cδ.
Going back to (5.42), we have
e
√
2d(z+L)|FL,b(z, g1)− FL,b(z, g2)|
≤ Ez+L+1
(
1{Yb(0)≥0,M(g1)∈[1−δ,1+δ]}
Λg1(0)
)
+ Ez+L+1
(
1{Yb(0)≥0,M(g2)≥1}
Λg1(−δ)− Λg1(δ)
Λg1(0)Λg2(0)
)
:= (A) + (B).
By applying twice the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then (5.43) to (A) we get that
(A) ≤ Pz+L+1 (Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 ×Ez+L+1
(
1{M(g1)≥1−δ}
Λ4g1(δ)
) 1
4
×Pz+L+1 (M(g1) ∈ [1− δ, 1 + δ])
1
4
≤ cPz+L+1 (Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 ×Ez+L+1+δ
(
1{M(g1)≥1}
Λ4g1(2δ)
) 1
4
δ
1
4 .
Similarly, observing that min(Λg1(0),Λg2(0)) ≥ Λg1(14), we deduce that
(B) =
∫
B(0,1)
Ez+L+1
(
1{Yb(0)≥0,M(g2)≥1}
Λg1(0)Λg2(0)
1{Yb(x)+g1(xeb)∈[−δ,δ]}
)
dx
≤ Pz+L+1 (Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 Ez+L+1
(
1{M(g1)≥1−δ}
[Λg1(
1
4)]
8
) 1
4 ∫
B(0,1)
Pz+L+1+g1(xeb) (Yb(x) ∈ [−δ, δ])
1
4 dx
≤ cPz+L+1 (Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 Ez+L+1+δ
(
1{∃y∈B(0,1), Yb(y)≥−g1(yeb)+1}
[Λg1(
1
4 + δ)]
8
) 1
4
δ
1
4 .
From the bound on (A) and (B) we deduce that
|FL,b(z, g1)− FL,b(z, g2)| ≤ e−
√
2d(z+L)2cPz+L+1(Yb(0) ≥ 0)
1
2 ||g1 − g2||
1
4∞F ∗b (g1),
which proves (iv). 
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6 Proof of Theorem 5.6
For any σ ∈ [0, tb], Gt,b,σ : B(0, eb) 3 y 7→ −
∫ tb
tb−σ g(e
s−ty)dBs−ζtb(ye−t)+Z0tb(ye−t). The Theorem
5.6 is a combination of the two following lemmas.
Lemma 6.1 Let b > 0 and F : R× C(B(0, eb),R)→ R+ be a function b regular. For any  > 0,
there exist l, T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t), z ≤ (log t)30,∣∣∣ ∫
Rt
e−
√
2dρ(x)E−ρ(x)
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
(
F (Btb + z,G
ρx
t,b)− F (Btb + z,Gt,b)
)]
dx
∣∣∣
≤ 
∫
[0,R]d
ρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x)dx.(6.1)
Recall the definition (5.30).
Lemma 6.2 (i) Let b > 0 and F : R × C(B(0, eb),R) → R+ be a function b regular. For any
 > 0, there exist M, σ, T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t], z ≤ (log t)30,
(6.2)
t
3
2
α
∣∣∣E−α[1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
(
F (M)(Btb + z,Gt,b,σ)− F (Btb + z,Gt,b)
)]∣∣∣ ≤ .
(ii) Let b > 0 and F : R× C(B(0, eb),R)→ R+ be a function b regular. Fix M,σ > 0. There
exists CM,σ(F ) > 0 such that for any  > 0, there exists T ≥ 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t],
z ≤ (log t)30,
(6.3)
∣∣∣ t 32
α
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
F (M)
(
Btb + z,Gt,b,σ
)]− CM,σ(F )∣∣∣ ≤ .
Displays (6.1) and (6.2) may to replace Gρxt,b by Gt,b,σ in the argument of F . Then thanks to the
properties of Gt,b,σ we can prove the renewal result (6.3). Theorem 5.6 is obtained by replacing α
by ρ(x), then integrating on [0, R]d, the displays (6.2) and (6.3).
Before to tackle the proof of Lemma 6.1 we need a control on the function F ∗ and h associated
to the b regularity of F :
Lemma 6.3 Let h and F ∗ the two functions associated to F a function b regular. There exists
constants c > 0 (depending on F , h or F ∗) and T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t], σ ∈
[0, tb] and z ≤ (log t)30
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
h(Btb + z)F
∗(Gt,b,σ)
]
≤ cαt− 32 .(6.4)
Proof of Lemma 6.3. By (C.23), we can affirm that for any t ≥ b > 0 large enough, α ∈ [1, log t],
k, j, ≥ 1, z ∈ [1, (log t)30] and σ ∈ [0, tb],
(6.5) E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z, Btb+z∈[−(k+1),k]}
1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
( 1
j
)≥ 1
4
}
]
≤ c23(1 + k) α
t
3
2
e−c24(b)j .
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According to (5.27), there exists c1(h) > 0 such that
h(Btb + z) ≤
{ eBtb+z if Btb + z ≤ −c1(h),
c1(h) if Btb + z ≥ −c1(h).
(6.6)
By continuity of y 7→ Gt,b,σ(y),
1 ≤ 1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
(1)≤ 1
4
} +
∑
j≥1
1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
(j−1)≥ 1
4
≥w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
((j+1)−1)}.
Thanks to (5.28), for any j ≥ 1, on {14 ≥ w
(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)(j
−1)},
F ∗(Gt,b,σ) ≤ cj10.
Combining these two inequalities with (6.6), we get that
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
h(Btb + z)F
∗(Gt,b,σ)
]
≤c1(h)
∞∑
j=1
(j + 1)10
( c1(h)∑
k=0
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z, Btb+z∈[−(k+1),−k]}
1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
(j−1)≥ 1
4
}
]
+
∞∑
k=c1(h)
e−kE−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z, Btb+z∈[−(k+1),−k]}
1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
(j−1)≥ 1
4
}
])
.
Finally according to (6.5) we have for any t > 0 large enough, α ∈ [1, log t], k, j, ≥ 1, z ∈ [1, (log t)30]
and σ ∈ [0, tb],
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
h(Btb + z)F
∗(Gt,b,σ)
]
≤ cα
t
3
2
∞∑
j=1
(j + 1)10
ec24(b)j
[
c1(h)
2 +
∞∑
k=c1(h)
(1 + k)
ek
]
≤ c
′α
t
3
2
,(6.7)
which ends the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Remark 6.4 As a by product we have also shown the following affirmation. Fix F a function b
regular. For any  > 0 there exists M, T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t], z ≤ (log t)30
and σ ∈ [0, tb] we have
(6.8) E−α
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
h(Btb + z)F
∗
(
Gt,b,σ
)
1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
( 1
M
)≥ 1
4
}
)
≤ α
t
3
2
,
and
(6.9) E−α
(
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
h(Btb + z)F
∗
(
Gt,b,σ
)
1{Btb+z≤−M}
)
≤ α
t
3
2
.
Indeed for (6.8) as well as for (6.9), it suffices to choose M ≥ c1(h) large enough such that (see
6.7))
c
∞∑
j=M
(j + 1)10
ec24(b)j
[
c1(h)
2 +
∞∑
k=c1(h)
(1 + k)
ek
]
+ c
∞∑
j=1
(j + 1)10
ec24(b)j
∞∑
k=M
(1 + k)
ek
≤ .
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Proof of Lemma 6.1. For t ≥ log l + b, as ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l, log t),
||Gρxt,b −Gt,b||∞ ≤ sup
x∈Rt, y∈B(0,eb)
|ρ(x+ ye−t)− ρ(x)| ≤ e− t−b3 .
Recalling (5.29), the quantity in (6.1) is smaller than:∫
Rt
e−
√
2dρ(x)t
3
2E−ρ(x)
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
c9e
− t−b
12 h(Btb + z)F
∗(Gt,b)
]
dx.
with h and F ∗ the two functions associated to the b regular function F . Now we conclude with
Lemma 6.3 applied with σ = tb. 
Proof of (6.2). Let b,  > 0 and F b regular. We have to study the expectation under E−α of
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
∣∣∣F (M)(Btb + z,Gt,b,σ)− F (Btb + z,Gt,b)∣∣∣.
Thanks to (6.8) and (6.9) we can choose M1 large enough to restrain our study to the expectation
of
(6.10) 1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
( 1
M1
)≤ 1
4
, Btb≥−z−M1}
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
∣∣∣F (M)(Btb + z,Gt,b,σ)− F (Btb + z,Gt,b)∣∣∣,
with t > b. Now we will choose M > M1. On {w(0,1)Gt,b,σ(·eb)(
1
M1
) ≤ 14 , Btb + z ≥ −M1}, by the
properties (5.27), (5.28) and (iii) of F , we get
(6.11) F (Btb + z,Gt,b,σ) ≤ h(Btb + z)F ∗(Gt,b,σ) ≤ cM101 := M.
Then (6.10) is equal to
(6.12) 1{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)
( 1
M1
)≤ 1
4
, Btb≥−z−M1}
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
∣∣∣F (Btb+z,Gt,b,σ)−F (Btb+z,Gt,b)∣∣∣∧2M.
We denote ||∆Gσ||∞ := sup
y∈B(0,eb)
∣∣∣Gt,b(y)−Gt,b,σ(y)∣∣∣, by the property (5.29) of F , for any δ > 0, we
deduce that (6.12) is smaller than
|FL,b(Btb + z,Gt,b,σ)− FL,b(Btb + z,Gt,b)| ∧ 2M
≤ 2M1{||∆Gσ ||∞≥δ4} + 1{||∆Gσ ||∞≤δ4}δhL,b(Btb + z)F ∗b (Gt,b,σ(·)).
As w
(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)(
1
M1
) ≤ 14 and Btb ≥ −z−M1 we now use (6.11) to bound (6.12) by
(6.13) 1{Btb≥−z−M1}1{B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
(
2M1{||∆Gσ ||∞≥δ4} +Mδ1{||∆Gσ ||∞≤δ4}
)
Now we claim the following two assertions:
-For any L, b, δ, M1 there exists T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t], z ≤ (log t)30 we
have
(6.14) P−α
(
Btb ≤ 0, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ −z, Btb + z ≥ −M1
)
≤ c12 α
t
3
2
(1 +M1)
2,
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-For any L, b, δ, M1 there exists σ, T > 0 such that for any t ≥ T , α ∈ [1, log t], z ≤ (log t)30
we have
(6.15)
P−α
(
||∆Gσ||∞ ≥ δ, Btb ≤ 0, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ −z, Btb + z ≥ −M1
)
≤ c α
t
3
2
(1 +M1)
2 exp(−c19
2
δ2e2σ).
So we take the expectation
To conclude we notice that the assertion (6.14) comes from (B.7), whereas (6.15) is a consequence
of (C.22). Indeed it suffices to notice that:
{||∆Gσ||∞ ≥ δ} = { sup
y∈B(0,eb)
|
∫ tb−σ
0
g(es−ty)dBs| ≥ δ}
= { sup
|y|≤e−tb
∫ tb−σ
0
g(esy)dBs| ≥ δ} ⊂ Atb,tb−σ,δ.

Now we tackle the proof of (6.3). Let us introduce some notations:
- Let (Rs)s≥0 be a three dimensional Bessel process starting from 0.
- Let (Bs)s≥0 be real Brownian motion and for any σ > 0 we denote (B
(σ)
s )s≥0 := (Bs+σ−Bσ)s≥0.
- Let g, h be two processes, for any t0 ∈ R+ the process X·(t0, g, h) is defined by
Xs(t0, g, h) =
{
gs, if s ≤ t0,
gt0 + ht−t0 , if s ≥ t0.
(6.16)
- Let σ > 0 for any process (gs)s≤σ we set
(6.17) (
←σ
gs )s≤σ := (gσ−s − gσ)s≤σ.
- We set Hm,σ the set of continuous functions F : R×C([0, σ],R)→ R+ with sup
u∈R, g∈C([0,σ],R))
F (u, g) ≤
m. For g ∈ C1(Rd,R) we denote by ∇y(g) the gradient of g at y ∈ Rd. At last we denote by 〈·, ·〉
the inner product in Rd.
Display (6.3) is a consequence of the following Proposition which is proven in the Appendix.
Proposition 6.5 Let B be a Brownian motion and let R be a three dimensional Bessel process
starting from 0 independent of B. Let m, σ ≥ 0 be two constants. For any  > 0 there exists
T (m,σ, ) ≥ 0 such that for any t ≥ T , 1 ≤ α, z ≤ (log t)30 and F ∈ Hm,σ∣∣∣∣∣ t
3
2
α
Eα
(
1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
F
(
Bt − z, (B(t−σ)s )s≤σ
))
−(6.18) √
2
pi
∫ m
0
∫ u
0
E
(
F (u, (
←σ
Xs (T−γ , B, R))s≤σ)
)
dγdu
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ,
where Tγ := inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = γ}, γ ∈ R.
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Proof of (6.3). Fix b, M, σ > 0 and F a function b regular. Let us explicit the expectation in
(6.3). As (Bs)s≥0
law
= (−Bs)s≥0 we have,
E(6.3) := E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
F (M)
(
Btb + z,Gt,b,σ
)]
= Eα
[
1{Btb≥0, B[ t2 ,tb]≥z, Btb−z≤M}
F
(
− [Btb − z],
y 7→
∫ tb
tb−σ
(1− k(es−ty))dBs − ζtb(ye−t) + Z0tb(ye−t)
)
∧M
]
.
Moreover by integration by parts, the second argument of the function in F can be rewritten as:
y 7→ (1− k(e−by))[Btb −Btb−σ]+ ∫ tb
tb−σ
[Bs −Btb−σ]〈∇yes−tk · yes−t〉ds− ζtb(ye−t) + Z0tb(ye−t),
and we recall that the processes B and Z are independent. So E(6.3) is equal to
Eα
[
1{Btb≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Btb−z≤M}
Φtb(Btb − z, (B(t−σ)s )s≤σ)
]
,
with Φtb : R× C([0, σ],R)→ R+ , a continuous function, bounded by M and defined by
(u, h) 7→ E
[
F (−u, y 7→ (1− k(etb−ty))[hσ − h0] + ∫ tb
tb−σ
[hs−(tb−σ) − h0]〈∇yes−tk.yes−t〉ds
− ζtb(ye−t) + Z0tb(ye−t)) ∧M
]
.
Now we can apply Proposition 6.5, with t↔ tb > 0, α↔ α, z↔ z ≤ (log t)30, σ ↔ σ, m↔M and
F ↔ Φtb . Then for any  > 0 there exists T ≥ 0 such that for any t ≥ T , 1 ≤ α ≤ (log t)30[
| t
3
2
α
E(6.3)−
√
2
pi
∫ m
0
∫ u
0
E
[
(Φtb(u, (
←σ
Xs (T−γ , B, R))s≤σ)
)
dγdu
∣∣∣ ≤ .(6.19)
Moreover, we observe that for any u > 0, γ ≤ u,
E
[
(Φtb(u,
←σ
X s(T−γ , B,R))s≤σ)
]
= E
[
F (M)
(
− u, y 7→ Ztb(ye−t)− ζtb(ye−t)
−
∫ T−γ∧σ
0
(
1− k(e−sye−b))dBs − ∫ σ
T−γ∧σ
(
1− k(e−sye−b))dRs−T−γ)].
Finally as (Ztb(ye
−t) − ζtb(ye−t))y∈B(0,eb) is independent of (B,R) and converges in law, when t
goes to infinity, to (Z(ye−b) − ζ(ye−b))y∈B(0,eb) (see (2.6)), by combining with (6.19) we deduce
that: for any  > 0 there exists T ≥ 0 such that for any t ≥ T , 1 ≤ α ≤ (log t)30∣∣∣ 1
αt
3
2
E−α
[
1{Btb≤0, B[ t2 ,tb]≤−z}
F (M)
(
Btb + z,Gt,b,σ
)]− CM,σ(F )∣∣∣ ≤ ,(6.20)
with
CM,σ(F ) :=
√
2
pi
∫ M
0
∫ u
0
E
[
F (M)
(
− u, y 7→ Z(ye−b)− ζ(ye−b)
−
∫ T−γ∧σ
0
(
1− k(e−sye−b))dBs − ∫ σ
T−γ∧σ
(
1− k(e−sye−b))dRs−T−γ)]dγdU.(6.21)
This completes the proof of (6.3) 
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Appendix
A Proof of the Proposition 6.5
In the following we denote R
(x)
· a Bessel three process starting from x ≥ 0 (R(0)· = R·). Our aim
here, is to prove the Proposition 6.5. First let us state two results:
Proposition A.1 (pp 255 in [25]) Let R(x) be a three dimensional Bessel process starting from
x > 0 and τ := inf{s ≥ 0, R(x)s = inf
u≥0
R
(x)
u }; the process (R(x)s , s ≤ τ) has the same law as (Bt, t ≤
Tκ), where B is a Brownian motion starting from x > 0 and Tκ is the hitting time by B of an
independent random point κ uniformly distributed on [0, x]. Moreover conditioned on {R(x)τ = y},
(R
(x)
τ+s − y)s≥0 is a three dimensional Bessel process starting from 0 independent of (R(x)s )s≤τ .
Lemma A.2 Let m > 0 and λ0 ≥ 0. For any  > 0 there exists T (m,λ0, ) > 0 such that for any
t ≥ T , b ≥ t 14 , γ ∈ [0,m], λ ≤ λ0 and F ∈ Hm,λ
(A.1)∣∣∣∣∣t 32E
(
F (b− Rt, (Rl)l≤λ)
Rt + γ
1{γ≥Rt−b+m≥0}
)
−E
(∫ m
m−γ
F (u, (Rl)l≤λ)du
)√
2
pi
be−
b2
2t
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ + be− b22t .
Proof of Lemma A.2. This is a slight extension of the local limit theorem for the three dimensional
Bessel processes. Indeed let us assume that F (u, g) = F (u). Recall that for a three dimensional
Bessel process starting from 0, P (Rt ∈ dx) =
√
2
pit3
x2 exp(−x22t )dx, moreover as b m, γ, we have
t
3
2E
(
F (b− Rt)
1{γ≥Rt−b+m≥0}
Rt + γ
)
=
√
2
pi
∫ γ−m+b
−m+b
x2
x+ γ
exp(−x
2
2t
)F (b− x)dx
=
√
2
pi
∫ m
m−γ
F (u)
(b− u)2
b− u+ γ exp(−
(b− u)2
2t
)du
=
√
2
pi
be−
b2
2t
∫ m
m−γ
F (u)du(1 + o(1)),(A.2)
which proves (A.1). Of course, for any A > 0, display (A.2) remains true for (R
(x)
s )s≥0 uniformly in
x ∈ [0, A]. Now let us prove (A.1) for any function F ∈ Hm,λ. According to the Markov property
at time λ,
t
3
2E
(
F (b− Rt, (Rl)l≤λ)
Rt + γ
1{γ≥Rt−b+m≥0}
)
= E
(
t
3
2ERλ
(
F (b− Rt−λ, (gl)l≤λ)
Rt−λ + γ
1{γ≥Rt−λ−b+m≥0}
)
(gl)l≤λ=(Rl)l≤λ
)
.
By letting t going to infinity an applying (A.2) we obtain easily Lemma (A.2). 
We can start the proof of the Proof of Proposition 6.5. Let τ0 := t− inf{s ≥ 0, Bt−s = B[ t
2
,t]}
and Et := {t ≥ B t
2
≥ t 14 } ∩ {τ0 ≥ t− log t}. First we show that uniformly in 1 ≤ α, z ≤ (log t)30,
(A.3)
t
3
2
α
Eα
(
m1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1Ect
)
= o(1), t→∞.
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Clearly mPα
(
Bt/2 ≥ t
)
= o(t
−3
2 ), thus to prove (A.3), it remains to study
Eα
(
m1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1{B t
2
≤t 14 }
)
then Eα
(
1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1{τ0≤t−log t}
)
. By the
Markov property at time t2 then (B.2) we get that
t
3
2
α
Eα
(
m1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1{B t
2
≤t 14 }
)
≤ t
3
2
α
Eα
(
m1{Bt≥0, B t
2
≤t 14 }PB t2−z
(
B t
2
≥ 0, B t
2
≤ m
))
≤ ct
3
2
α
Eα
(
m1{Bt≥0, B t
2
≤t 14 }t
1
4
− 3
2
)
≤ c(1 + α)
α
mt
3
4
− 3
2 = o(1).(A.4)
Set τ1 := inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = B[ t
2
,t]}. By the Markov property at time t3 , then the property of time
reversal of the Brownian motion we get that
Eα
(
1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1{τ0≤t−log t}
)
≤ Eα
1{B t
3
≥0}E
(
1{B 2t
3
≥−m, 0≤x+B 2t
3
−z≤m, τ1≥log t}
)∣∣∣x=B t
3
 .
In the second expectation, we apply the Markov property at time t3 , then the inequalities (B.1)
and (B.2) and we get that
t
3
2
α
Eα
(
1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
1{τ≤t−log t}
)
≤ t
3
2
α
Pα
(
B t
3
≥ 0
)
sup
x∈R
P
(
0 ≤ x+B t
3
≤ m
)
×
P
(
B t
3
≥ −m, inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = B[0, t
3
]} ≥ log t
)
≤ t
3
2
α
c(1 + α)
t
3
2
√
log t
= o(1).(A.5)
From (A.4) and (A.5) on has (A.3). So we can restrict our study to
(A.6) Eα
(
1{Bt≥0, B[ t2 ,t]≥z, Bt−z≤m}
F
(
Bt − z, (B(t−σ)s )s≤σ
)
1Et
)
.
By the Markov property at time t2 , the property of time reversal of (Bs)s≤ t2 and the equality
(Bs)s≤ t
2
(d)
= (−Bs)s≤ t
2
, the expectation in (A.6) is equal to
(A.7) Eα
(
1{B t
2
≥0, t≥B t
2
≥t 14 }Φz,m,σ,t(B t2 )
)
,
with Φz,m,σ,t(x) defined by (recall that τ1 := inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = B t
2
})
(A.8) Φz,m,σ,t(x) = E
(
F
(
−B t
2
+ x− z, (Bσ−s −Bσ)s≤σ
)
1{B t
2
≥B t
2
+z−x≥−m, τ1≤log t}
)
.
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Using the notation (6.17) we get that
Φz,m,σ,t(x) = Em
(
B t
2
B t
2
F
(
m−B t
2
+ x− z, (
←σ
B s)s≤σ
)
1{B t
2
≥B t
2
+z−x≥0, τ1≤log t}
)
.
We recognize the h−transform of the Bessel process, therefore with τ2 := inf{s ≥ 0, Rs = R t
2
}, we
have
Φz,m,σ,t(x) = Em
(
m
R t
2
F
(
m− R t
2
+ x− z, (
←σ
R s)s≤σ
)
1{R t
2
≥R t
2
+z−x≥0, τ2≤log t}
)
.
We define τ := inf{s ≥ 0, Rs = R∞}. Observe that∣∣∣∣∣Φz,m,σ,t(x)−Em
(
m
R t
2
F
(
m− R t
2
+ x− z, (
←σ
R s)s≤σ
)
1{R t
2
≥R t
2
+z−x≥0, τ2=τ≤log t}
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Em
(
m2
R t
2
1{R t
2
≥R t
2
+z−x≥0, τ≥ t
2
}
)
.(A.9)
According to the Markov property at time t2 and Proposition A.1, the expectation in the right hand
side of (A.9) is smaller than:
Em
(
m2
R t
2
1{R t
2
≥R t
2
+z−x≥0}PR t
2
(
inf
s≥0
Rs ≤ m
))
= Em
m3
R2t
2
1{R t
2
≥R t
2
+z−x≥0}

≤ ct− 32 e−x
2
t = o(t−
3
2xe−
x2
t ).(A.10)
Furthermore in order to use Lemma A.2, we disintegrate the expectation in the left and side of
(A.9) with respect of τ and R∞ and apply Proposition A.1. Finally with (A.10), it stems
(A.11)
Φz,m,σ,t(x) =
∫ m
0
E
(
F
(
(A.11)(a), (A.11)(b)
)
R t
2
−Tγ−m + γ
1{γ≥R t
2−Tγ−m
+γ+z−x≥0, Tγ−m≤log t}
)
dγ+o(t−
3
2xe−
x2
t ),
with Tγ−m := inf{s ≥ 0, Bs = γ −m} for B a Brownian motion independent of R and
(A.11)(a) := m− R t
2
−Tγ−m − γ + x− z,
(A.11)(b) := (
←σ
Xs (Tγ−m, B, R))s≤σ.
So from (A.11) we can write
Φz,m,σ,t(x) =
∫ m
0
E
(
E(...)∣∣∣...1{Tγ−m≤log t}
)
dγ + o(t−
3
2xe−
x2
t ), with
E(...)∣∣∣... = E
(F (b− Rt, (←σXs (λ, g,R))s≤σ)
Rt + γ
1{γ≥Rt+γ+z−x≥0,}
)∣∣∣ t = t2 − Tγ−mb = m− γ + x− z
g = B, λ = Tγ−m
.
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For any g ∈ C(R+,R), λ > 0, F
(
b− Rt, (
←σ
Xs (λ, g, R))s≤σ
)
can be rewritten Fλ,σ,g
(
b− Rt, (R)s≤(σ−λ)+
)
with Fλ,σ,g a function in Hm,(σ−λ)+ . So we can apply Lemma A.2 to E(...)
∣∣∣..., it allows us to affirm
that
2
3
2 (
t
2
)
3
2Φz,m,σ,t(x) =
4√
pi
∫ m
0
∫ m
m−γ
E
(
F
(
u, (
←σ
Xs (Tγ−m, B, R))s≤σ
)
(x+m− γ − z)
e
−(x+m−γ−z)2
2[ t2−Tγ ] 1{Tγ−m≤log t}
)
dudγ + o(1 + xe−
x2
t ),
Recall that for any z ≤ (log t)30, x ≥ t 14 , Tγ ≤ log t,
(x+m− γ − z)e−
(x+m−γ−z)2
2[ t2−Tγ ] = xe−
x2
t + o(xe−
x2
t ).
Finally we get that t
3
2Φz,m,σ,t(x) is equal to
=
4√
pi
xe−
x2
t
∫ m
0
∫ m
m−γ
E
(
F
(
u, (
←σ
Xs (Tγ−m, B, R))s≤σ
)
1{Tγ−m≤log t}
)
dudγ + o(1 + xe−
x2
t )
=
4√
pi
xe−
x2
t
∫ m
0
∫ u
0
E
(
F (u,
←σ
Xs (T−γ , B, R))s≤λ)
)
dγdu+ o(1 + xe−
x2
t ).(A.12)
With an easy computation, we can obtain that
4√
pi
Eα
(
1{Bt/2≥0, t≥Bt/2≥t
1
4 }Bt/2e
−
B2
t/2
t
)
=
4√
pi
α[Eα
(
e−
R2
t/2
t
)
+ o(1)]
= α
√
2
pi
(1 + o(1)), uniformly in α ≤ (log t)30.(A.13)
Going back to (A.7), Proposition 6.5 follows from a combination of (A.12) and (A.13).

B On the one dimensional Brownian motion B
We refer to [4] and [2] for the proof of the following Lemmas.
Lemma B.1 There exists a constant c11 > 0 such that for any x ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1,
P−x
(
Bt ≤ 0
) ≤ c11 (1 + x)√
t
, P (Bt ∈ [x, x+ 1]) ≤ c11√
t
.(B.1)
Recall the definitions of N in (4.24), H in (4.33), D in (4.47) and  in (4.57). From the Lemma
B.1 we deduce
Lemma B.2 There exists a constant c12 > 0 such that
(i) for any b ≥ a, z ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1 ,
(B.2) P−z
(
Bt ∈ [−b,−a], Bt ≤ 0
) ≤ c12z(1 + b− a)(1 + b)t− 32 ,
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(ii) for any a, l, z, L > 1, t3 ≥ a+ l + 1 and m ∈ [t− a, t],
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Nz,Lt,a
)
≤ c12Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
(1 + L)a−
1
2 ,(B.3)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Hz,La,t (m)
)
≤ c12Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
,(B.4)
(iii) for any l, z, L > 1, t ≥ l + 1 and m ≤ L,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dz,Lt
)
≤ c12z(1 + L)2,(B.5)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ z,Lt (m)
) ≤ c12Ez (B+log l1{B+log l≤1}) (1 + L−m),(B.6)
(iv) for any tb, α > 0, z ∈ [0, (log tb)30] and k ≥ 0,
t
3
2P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k]
)
≤ c12z(1 + k).(B.7)
The proper proofs are minor adaptations of Lemma 2.2 [2] for (B.2); Lemma 2.4 in [2] for (B.5),
(B.6) and (B.7); pp 14-15 in [1] for (B.3) and (B.4).
Remark B.3 : Each of these assertions can be proved by using the Markov property, Brownian
time reversal and a combination of the inequalities in (B.1).
In this section our aim is to extend Lemma B.1 and Lemma B.2.
Lemma B.4 There exists c13 > 0 such that for any t ≥ 1, z ≥ 0, u ∈ [0, t− 1] and for any event
A(u) ∈ σ ((Bs+u −Bu)s∈[0,1])
P (Bt ≥ −z, A(u)) ≤ c13
1 + z√
t
√
P (A(u)),(B.8)
P (Bt ∈ [z, z + 1], A(u)) ≤ c13√
t
P (A(u)) .(B.9)
Proof of Lemma B.4. First we prove (B.8). If u ≥ t2 , by the Markov property at time u and (B.1)
we get that
P (Bt ≥ −z, A(u)) ≤ P (Bu ≥ −z) P (A(u)) ≤ c11
1 + z√
t
P (A(u)) .
If u ≤ t2 , by the Markov property at time u+ 1 and (B.1) we get that
P (Bt ≥ −z, A(u)) ≤ E
(
1{Bu+1≥−z}1A(u)PBu+1
(
Bt−(u+1) ≥ −z
))
≤ c11√
t
E
(
(z +Bu+1)1{Bu+1≥−z,A(u)}
)
.
Observing that Bu+1 ≤ Bu + max
s≤1
|B(u)s |, we deduce that
P (Bt ≥ −z, A(u)) ≤
1√
t
E
(
(z +Bu)1{Bu≥−z}1A(u)
)
+
1√
t
E
(
max
s≤1
|B(u)s |;A(u)
)
≤ c1 + z√
t
√
P (A(u)),
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where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the second term. So (B.8) is proved. Now
we prove (B.9). If u ≤ t2 , by the Markov property at time u+ 1 and (B.1),
P (Bt ∈ [z, z + 1], A(u)) ≤ E
(
1A(u)PBu+1 (Bt−u−1 ∈ [z, z + 1])
)
≤ c11√
t
P (A(u)) .
If u ≥ t2 , then t− u ≤ t2 then we use the time reversal and Lemma B.4 follows. 
From the two previous results we can deduce:
Corollary B.5 There exists a constant c14 > 0 such that for any event A(u) ∈ σ
(
(Bm+u −Bu)m∈[0,1]
)
and
(i) for any b ≥ a, z ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1,
(B.10) P−z
(
Bt ∈ [−b,−a], Bt ≤ 0, A(u)
) ≤ c14z(1 + b− a)(1 + b)t− 32√P(A(u)),
(ii) for any a, l, z, L > 1, t3 ≥ l + 1 + a, and m ∈ [t− a, t]
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Nz,Lt,a , A(u)
)
≤ c14Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
(1 + L)a−
1
2
√
P(A(u)),(B.11)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Hz,Lt,a (m), A(u)
)
≤ c14Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)√
P(A(u)),(B.12)
(iii) for any l, z, L > 1, t ≥ l + 1 and m ≤ L,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dz,Lt , A(u)
)
≤ c14z(1 + L)2
√
P(A(u)),(B.13)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ z,Lt (m), A(u)
) ≤ c14Ez (B+log l1{B+log l≤1}) (1 + L−m)√P(A(u)),(B.14)
(iv) for any tb, α > 0, z ∈ [0, (log tb)30] and k ≥ 0,
(B.15)
t
3
2P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], A(u)
)
≤ c14z(1 + k)
√
P(A(u)).
Proof of Corollary B.5. The result is an immediate consequence of the Remark B.3 and Lemma
B.4. Indeed we just have to reproduce the proofs for Lemma B.2 by replacing the inequalities in
(B.1) by (B.8) and (B.9). 
C On the fluctuations of the Gaussian processes Z and P
Recall that: - the process (Z0s (y))s∈R,y∈Rd , is a centred Gaussian process with covariance:
E
(
Z0u(y)Z
0
v (z)
)
:=
∫ u∧v
0
[k(es(y − z))− k(esy)k(esz)] ds,
- the function k is symmetric and C1, in particular k′(0) = 0;
- the function g := 1− k is C1, with g(0) = g′(0) = 0,
- the function g′ has a compact support included in B(0, 1), so there exists c > 0 such that
sup
y∈Rd
|g′(y)| ≤ c|y|.
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Lemma C.1 There exist c15, c16 > 0 such that
i) for any δ > 0, T, t ≥ 0,
(C.1) P
(
sup
|y|<e−T , s∈[0,t]
|Z0s (y)| ≥ δ
)
≤ c15 exp(−c16δ2e2(T−t)),
ii) for any b > 0 there exists c17(b) > 0 such that for any δ > 0, t, j ≥ 0,
(C.2) P
(
sup
y,z∈B(0,eb), |z−y|<j−1
|Z0t (ye−t)− Z0t (ze−t)| ≥ δ
)
≤ c15
δ2d
exp(−c17(b)(δj)2).
Proof of Lemma C.1. Observe that
P
(
sup
|y|<e−T
∣∣Z0· (y)∣∣t ≥ δ
)
≤
btc∑
k=0
P
(
sup
|y|<e−T
∣∣Z0· (y)∣∣[k,k+1] ≥ δ2k−t
)
.(C.3)
For k ∈ [0, btc], set Tk := ([k, k + 1])×B(0, 1). Recall Theorem 4.4.1 in [21] we introduce:
Γk((u, x), (v, y)) := E
[
Z0u(xe
−T )Z0v (ye
−T )
]
, and
ϕk(h) := sup
|u−v|≤h
sup
|x−y|≤h
√
E ((Z0u(xe
−T )− Z0v (ye−T ))2).
By an easy computation we have
E
(
(Z0u(xe
−T )− Z0v (ye−T ))2
)
=
∫ u
v
[1− k2(es−Tx)]ds+ 2
∫ v
0
g(es−T (x− y))ds−∫ v
0
[
k(es−T y)− k(es−Tx)]2 ds.
Therefore the Taylor expansion of k leads to
ϕk(h) ≤ c
√
heke−T , and sup
T 2k
√
Γk ≤ cek−T .(C.4)
Finally via the Theorem 4.4.1 of [21] and (C.4), we get that
P
(
sup
|y|<e−T
∣∣Z0. (y)∣∣[k,k+1] ≥ δ2k−t
)
≤ P
(
sup
|y|<e−T
∣∣Z0. (y)∣∣[k,k+1] ≥ cδeT−t( e2)t−k
[
sup
T 2k
√
Γk +
∫ ∞
1
ϕk(2
−x2)dx
])
≤ 5
2
22(d+1)
∫ ∞
cδeT−t( e
2
)t−k
e−x
2
dx.(C.5)
Going back to (C.3) we obtain that P
(
sup
|y|<e−T
∣∣Z0· (y)∣∣t ≥ δ) ≤ btc∑
k=0
ce−(cδe
T−t( e
2
)t−k)2 ≤ c15e−c16δ2e2(T−t) ,
which proves inequality (C.1). Proof of inequality (C.2) is similar, the details are omitted. Let us
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just mention that
ϕt(h) := sup
|x−y|≤h
√
E
(
(Z0t (xe
−t)− Z0t (ye−t))2
)
= sup
|x−y|≤h
√
2
∫ t
0
g(es−t(x− y))ds−
∫ t
0
[k(es−ty)− k(es−tx)]2 ds
≤ ch.
So instead of (C.5), we can use here (see pp 54 in [21], with h = j−1, m = 2j, and p = 2 )
P
(
sup
y,z∈B(0,eb), |z−y|<j−1
|Z0t (ye−t)− Z0t (ze−t)| ≥ δ
)
≤ P
(
sup
x,y∈B(0,eb), |x−y|<j−1
|Z0t (ye−t)− Z0t (xe−t)| ≥ cδjϕt(j−1)
)
≤ c(b)5
2
(2j)2(d+1)
∫ ∞
cδj
e−x
2
dx.(C.6)

Now we shall estimate the fluctuations of the process P 0· (y), i.e for T, t ≥ σ > 0, δ > 0, j ≥ 1
and b > 0, we will control the events:
AT,t,δ := { sup
|y|≤e−T , s∈[0,t]
|
∫ s
0
g(evy)dBv| ≥ δ}, and(C.7)
B
(σ)
j,t,δ,b := { sup
|y1−y2|≤ 1j , (y1,y2)∈B(0,eb)
|
∫ t
σ
g(ev−ty1)− g(ev−ty2)dBv| ≥ δ}.(C.8)
Event (C.7) appears in the proofs of Lemma 4.3, Proposition 4.4, inequality (6.15) and Lemma
D.1, whereas event (C.8) appears implicitly in (6.5) and (C.23).
We observe that for any T, t > 0, δ > 0, j ≥ 1, b > 0 and σ ∈ [0, t],
AT,t,δ ⊂
bt+1c⋃
i=1
AT,t,δ(i), B
(σ)
j,t,δ,b ⊂
ct+1b⋃
i=1
Bj,t,δ,b(i),(C.9)
with for any i ≤ t+ 1, AT,t,δ(i) and Bj,t,δ,b(i) are measurable with respect to the sigma-field
σ
(
(Bm+t−i −Bt−i)m∈[0,1]
)
and defined by
AT,t,δ(i) :=
{
sup
|y|≤e−T
sup
t−i≤m≤t−i+1
|
∫ m
t−i
g(esy)dBs| ≥ δ2−i
}
,(C.10)
Bj,t,δ,b(i) :=
{
sup
|y−j|≤j−1, |y1|,|y2|≤eb
sup
t−i≤m≤t−i+1
|
∫ m
t−i
g(es−ty1)− g(es−ty2)dBs| ≥ δ2−i
}
,(C.11)
The following result is the core of this section
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Lemma C.2 There exist c18, c19 > 0 such that for any b > 0 there exists c19∗(b) > 0 such that for
any δ > 0, T, t ≥ 0 and i ∈ {1, ..., bt+ 1c}
P (AT,t,δ(i)) ≤ c18 exp
(
−c19δ2( e
2
)ie2(T−t)
)
,(C.12)
P (Bj,t,δ,b(i)) ≤ c18
δd
exp
(
−c19∗(b)δ2( e
2
)ij
)
.(C.13)
Recall the definitions (C.7) and (C.8). By summing over i ∈ {1, ..., bt + 1c} we deduce that there
exists c20 > 0 such that for any δ > 0, T ≥ t ≥ 0 and σ ∈ [0, t],
P (AT,t,δ) ≤ c20 exp
(
−c19δ2e2(T−t)
)
, P
(
B
(σ)
j,t,δ
)
≤ c20
δd
exp
(−c19∗(b)δ2j) .(C.14)
Proof of Lemma C.2. We start by (C.12). By the Ito-formula for any T, t, s ≥ s1, |y| ≤ e−T
|
∫ s
s1
g(eu−ty)dBu| =
∣∣∣∣B(s1)s g(es−ty)− ∫ s
s1
< ∇g.yeu−t > B(k)u du
∣∣∣∣
≤ c(s− s1 + 1)es−t|y|sup
u≤s
|B(s1)u |.(C.15)
Then
P (AT,t,δ(i)) ≤ P
(
3c sup
|y|≤e−T
|y| sup
m∈[0,1]
et−i−t|B(t−i)m | ≥ δ2−i
)
= P
(
sup
m∈[0,1]
|Bm| ≥ δc′eT−tei2−i
)
≤ c18 exp
(
−c19δ2(e
i
)ie2(T−t)
)
.
Concerning inequality (C.13) we use Lemme 4.1.3 pp 54 in [21] applied to the process:
Gi(y,m) :=
∫ m
t−i
g(es−ty)dBs, y ∈ B(0, eb), m ∈ [0, 1].(C.16)
Indeed we first observe that for any t, j, δ > 0 and i ∈ {0, ..., bt− 1c},
Bj,t,δ,b(i) ⊂
{
sup
|y1−y2|≤j−1, |m1−m2|≤j−1
|Gi(y1,m1)−Gi(y2,m2)| ≥ δ2−i
}
Then by an easy computation
ϕ(h) := sup
|y1−y2|≤j−1, |m1−m2|≤j−1
√
E ([Gi(y1,m1)−Gi(y2,m2)]2)
≤
√
h exp(−i), ∀h > 0.
So applying Lemme 4.1.3 pp 54 in [21] with h = 1j , m = 2je
b, p = 2, we get
P (Bj,t,δ,b(i)) ≤ P
(
sup
|y1 − y2| ≤ j−1
|m1 −m2| ≤ j−1
|Gi(y1,m1)−Gi(y2,m2)| ≥ δ2
−i
cϕ(j−1)
[3ϕ(j−1) + c′
∫ ∞
1
ϕ(j−12−u
2
)]
)
≤ c(b)jd exp
(
−c′′δ2j( e
2
)i
)
≤ c18
δ2d
exp
(
−c19∗(b)δ2( e
2
)ij
)
.
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It ends the proof of Lemma C.2. .
Now we can state the following assertions ((C.17), (C.18),...,(C.23)) which are continuously
used through the paper:
Combining Corollary B.5 and (C.12) we deduce that There exists c21 > 0 such that for any
T, t ≥ 1, z ≥ 0, δ > 0
t
3
2Pz
(
Bt ∈ [a, b], inf
s≤t
Bs ≥ 0, AT,t,δ
)
≤ t 32
bt+1c∑
i=1
Pz
(
Bt ∈ [a, b], inf
s≤t
Bs ≥ 0, Aj,t,δ(i)
)
≤ cz(1 + b− a)(1 + b)
bt+1c∑
i=1
√
c18 exp
(
−c19δ2( e
2
)ie2(T−t)
)
≤ c21z(1 + b− a)(1 + b) exp(−c19
2
δ2e2(T−t)).(C.17)
Recall that AT,t,δ := { sup
|y|≤e−T , s∈[0,t]
| ∫ s0 g(evy)dBv| ≥ δ} (see (C.7)). Similarly we can affirm that
for some constant c22 > 0 we have
(i) for any a, l, z, L > 1, t ≥ l + 1 + a and m ∈ [t− a, t],
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Nz,Lt,a , AT,t,δ
)
≤ c22Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
(1 + L)a−
1
2 e−
c19
2
δ2e2(T−t) ,(C.18)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ Hz,Lt,a (m), AT−a+m,t−a+m,δ
)
≤ c22Ez
(
Blog l1{Blog l≥0}
)
e−
c19
2
δ2e2(T−t) ,(C.19)
(ii) for any l, z, L > 1, t ≥ l + 1 and m ≤ L
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dz,Lt , AT,t,δ
)
≤ c22z(1 + L)2e−
c19
2
δ2e2(T−t) ,(C.20)
t
3
2P
(
B ∈ z,Lt (m), AT,t,δ
) ≤ c22Ez (B+log l1{B+log l≤1}) (1 + L−m)e− c192 δ2e2(T−t) ,(C.21)
(iii) for any tb, α > 0, z ∈ [0, (log tb)30] and k ≥ 0,
(C.22)
t
3
2P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], AT,tb,δ
)
≤ c22z(1 + k)e−
c19
2
δ2e2(T−tb) .
Finally let us prove the inequality used in (6.5). We want bound
P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], w(0,1)Gt,b,σ(·eb)(j
−1) ≥ 14
)
. With Lemma 2.2
observe that
{w(0,1)
Gt,b,σ(·eb)(j
−1) ≥ 1
4
} ⊂ { sup
x,y∈B(0,eb), |x−y|<j−1
∣∣∣∣∫ tb
tb−σ
g(es−ty)− g(es−tx)dBs
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 2−4} ∪
{ sup
x,y∈B(0,eb), |x−y|<j−1
∣∣Z0tb(ye−t)− Z0tb(xe−t)∣∣ ≥ 2−4} ∪ { sup
x,y∈B(0,eb), |x−y|<j−1
∣∣ζt(ye−t)− ζt(xe−t)∣∣ ≥ 2−4}
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Once j large enough the last event is never realized. Therefore, recalling the definition (C.11), we
have
P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], w(0,1)Gt,b,σ(·eb)(j
−1) ≥ 1
4
)
≤
bt+1c∑
i=1
P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], Bj,t,2−4(i)
)
+P−α
(
Btb ≤ 0, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ −z, Btb + z ∈ [−(k + 1),−k]
)
P
(
sup
y,x∈B(0,eb), |z−y|<j−1
|Z0t (ye−t)− Z0t (xe−t)| ≥ 2−4
)
.
Using (C.2) in Lemma C.1, Corollary B.5 and (C.13) we deduce that there exists c23 such that for
any b > 0 there exists c24(b) > 0 (a constant which depends on b > 0) such that for any t > 0 large
enough, α ∈ [1, log t], k, j, ≥ 1, z ∈ [0, (log t)30] and σ ∈ [0, tb],
P
(
Btb ≤ α, B[ t
2
,tb]
≤ α− z, Btb + z− α ∈ [−(k + 1),−k], w(0,1)Gt,b,σ(·eb)(j
−1) ≥ 1
4
)
≤ cα(1 + k)
t
3
2
( bt+1c∑
i=1
c22
√
P
(
Bj,t,2−4,b(i)
))
+ e−c17(b)(2
−4j)2

≤ c23α(1 + k)
t
3
2
e−c24(b)j .(C.23)
D The L−good particle
Here we recall the definition of the “good particles”. It is convenient to introduce
dLi,l(ρ(x)) :=
 log l
2
3 if i ∈ {1, ..., 5blog lc − 1},
ρ(x)− 4ei +D if i ∈ {5blog lc, ..., b12 tc − 1},
at + ρ(x) + L− 4ei +D, if i ∈ {b12 tc, ..., btc}.
where we recall that es = s
1
12 if s ≤ t2 and es = (t− s)
1
12 when s ∈ [ t2 , t]. Then, according to (4.62),
a particle u ∈ [0, R]d is said to be L− goodi if
sup
y∈Ai(x)
|Yi(x)− Yi(y)| ≤ ei + D
2
and Yi(x) ≤ dLi,l(ρ(x)), i ∈ [1, btc],(D.1)
(see (4.61) for the definition of Ai(x)).
Lemma D.1 Fix L,R ≥ 1. For any  > 0, there exists D(L, ), l0(L) large enough such that for
any l ≥ l0 there exists T (l,D) such that for any t ≥ T , ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞),
(D.2)
∫
[0,R]d
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1{x not L-good}
)
dx ≤ Id(ρ).
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Proof of Lemma D.1. Recall the definition of rt(x) in (5.18), for any p ≥ t, {rt(x) < e−p2 } implies
{wY·(·)(e−p, x, t) ≥ 14}. Using Lemma 2.2, there exists c > 0 (as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, see b)
in pp 16), c is a constant which depends only of k, chosen in order to get rid of the deterministic
part ζxt ) such that for any x ∈ [0, R]d, t ≥ 0, p ≥ t+ c and r ∈ (0, e−p] , we have
{wY·(·)(r, x, t) ≥
1
4
} ⊂ {wPx· (·)(r, x, t) ≥ 2−3} ∪ {wZx· (·)(r, x, t) ≥ 2−3}.
So decomposing the value of rt(x) in the intervals [e
−(t+c),+∞] and [e−(p+1), e−p] with p ≥ t + c,
for any x ∈ [0, R]d one has
E
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt }
rt(x)d
1{Y·(x) not L-good}
)
≤ ced(t+c)P
(
Y·(x) ∈Dρ(x),Lt , x not L-good
)
+
c
∑
p≥t+c
edpE
(
1{Y·(x)∈Dρ(x),Lt , x not L-good}
(
1{wZx· (·)(e−p,x,t)≥2−3} + 1{wPx· (·)(e−p,x,t)≥2−3}
))
.(D.3)
Then we need to :
A) decompose the event {x not L-good}. Once D large enough, for any i ∈ [1, t], as k is
Lipschitz, { sup
u∈Ai(x)
|ζxi (u)| ≥
ei+
D
2
2 } = ∅, thus {x not L-good} is included in the union from i = 1 to
btc of
{Yi(x) ≥ dLi,l(ρ(x))} ∪ { sup
u∈Ai(x)
|P xi (u)− Yi(x)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
} ∪ { sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
},
B) by using the decomposition given by A), the events in (D.3) are either measurable according
to (Ys(x))s≥0 either to Zx· (·). Therefore, similarly to (4.29) or also (4.70), we apply the Girsanov’s
transformation, with density e
√
2dYt(y)+dt, to the two right hand terms of (D.3), recalling that
Y·(x) ∈Dρ(x),Lt implies e−
√
2dYt(y) ≤ e−1t 32 e−
√
2dρ(x).
C) by using the the decomposition given by A), then the Girsanov’s transformation of B), in
the second term of the right and side of (D.3) appears naturally the following term:
c
∑
p≥t+c
edpP
(
Y·(x) ∈Dρ(x),Lt , sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
, wZx· (·)(e
−p, x, t) ≥ 2−3
)
≤ ct 32 e−
√
2dρ(x)P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt
) ∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
, wZx· (·)(e
−p, x, t) ≥ 2−3
)
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To control the sum, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then Lemma C.1 and affirm that for
any x ∈ [0, R]d, i ∈ [0, t],
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
, wZx· (·)(e
−p, x, t) ≥ 2−3
)
≤
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)c15 exp(−c16
2
2−6e2(p−t))
√√√√P( sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
≤ c
√√√√P( sup
u∈Ai(x)
|Zxi (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
.
Finally, gathering A), B) and C), it stems that for any x ∈ [0, R]d, the first term plus the first
part of the
∑
p≥t+c ... in the right hand side of (D.3) is smaller than
ce−
√
2dρ(x)t
3
2
(∑t
i=1[(1)
(i,x)
A + (2)
(i,x)
A + (3)
(i,x)
A ]
)
,
with
(1)
(i,x)
A := P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Bi ≥ dLi,l(ρ(x))
)
,
(2)
(i,x)
A := P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i
0
g(evu)dBv| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
,
(3)
(i,x)
A := P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt
)√√√√P( sup
u∈Ai(0)
|Z0i (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
.
Similarly, the second part of the sum
∑
p≥t+c ... in the right hand side of (D.3) is smaller than
ce−
√
2dρ(x)t
3
2
(∑t
i=1[(1)
(i,x)
B + (2)
(i,x)
B + (3)
(i,x)
B ]
)
,
with
(1)
(i,x)
B :=
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Bi ≥ dLi,l(ρ(x)), Ap,t,2−3
)
,
(2)
(i,x)
B :=
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Ap,t,2−3 sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i
0
g(evu)dBv| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
,
(3)
(i,x)
B :=
∑
p≥t+c
P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Ap,t,2−3
)
P
(
sup
u∈Ai(0)
|Z0i (u)| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
)
,
where we recall that { sup
|u|≤e−p
| ∫ ·0 g(evu)dBv|t ≥ 2−3} = Ap,t,2−3 . We start by studying (1)(i,x)A . We
distinguish five cases:
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(i) i ≤ 5 log l. By definition dLi,l(ρ(x)) = log l
2
3 , thus by the Markov property at time i then
(B.5), we have
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ E
(
1{Bi≥(log l)
2
3 }PBi−ρ(x)
(
Bt−i ≤ 1, B[ t
2
−i,t−i] ≤ at + L+ 1, Bt−i ≥ at − 2
))
≤ c12E
(
(ρ(x) + 1−Bi)+1{Bi≥(log l) 23 }
) (1 + L)2
t
2
3
≤ ce−(log l)
1
6 (1 + L)2
ρ(x) + 1
t
3
2
.
Then for all l large enough,
∑5 log l
i=1 (1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c log le−(log l)
1
6 (1 + L)2 ρ(x)+1
t
3
2
≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
.
(ii) 5 log l ≤ i ≤ t3 . By definition dLi,l(ρ(u)) = ρ(u)− 4i
1
12 +D, thus by the Markov property at
time i ≥ 1, then (B.5) and (B.2),
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c12
(1 + L)2
t
3
2
E
(
(1 + ρ(x)−Bi)+1{Bi≥ρ(x)−4i 112 , Bi≤ρ(x)}
)
≤ c(1 + L)
2
t
3
2
(1 + ρ(x))
i
1
4
i
3
2
.
Then for all l large enough (depending on L),
∑t/3
i=5 log l(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c (1+ρ(x))
t
3
2
(1 + L)2
∑t/3
i=5 log l i
−5
4 ≤
ρ(x)
t
3
2
.
(iii) t3 ≤ i ≤ t2 . By definition dLi,l(ρ(x)) = ρ(x) − 4i
1
12 + D, thus by the Markov property at
time i ≥ t3 then by applying twice (B.2), we get that
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c
(1 + at)
2
t
3
2
E
(
(1 + ρ(x)−Bi)+1{Bi≥ρ(x)−i 112 , Bi≤ρ(x)}
)
≤ c(1 + at)
2
t
3
2
(1 + ρ(x))
i
1
4
i
3
2
.
Then for all t large enough,
∑t/2
i=t/3(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c (1+ρ(x))
t
3
2
(1 + at)
2
∑t/2
i=t/3 i
−5
4 ≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
.
(iv) t2 ≤ i ≤ 2t3 . By definition dLi,l(ρ(x)) = at+ρ(x)+L−4ei+D, thus by the Markov property
at time i ≥ t2 then with two times (B.2), one has
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c12
(1 + L)2
(t− i+ 1) 32
E
(
(1 + ρ(x) + at + L−Bi)+1{Bi≥at+ρ(x)+L−4ei+D,B[ t2 ,i]≤at+L+ρ(x)}
)
≤ c (1 + L)
2
(t− i+ 1) 32
eiP
(
Bi ≥ at + ρ(x) + L− 4ei +D, Bi ≤ ρ(x), B[ t
2
,i] ≤ at + L+ ρ(x)
)
≤ c (1 + L)
2
(t− i+ 1) 32
(4ei − at) e
2
i
t
3
2
(1 + ρ(x)).
As ei = (t− i) 112 , we have
∑ 2t
3
i= t
2
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ 1+ρ(x)
t
3
2
∑ 2t
3
i= t
2
c(1+L)2
(t−i+1) 54
≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
,
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(v) 2t3 ≤ i ≤ t. By definition dLi,l(ρ(x)) = at + ρ(x) +L− 4ei +D, thus by the Markov property
at time i ≥ 2t3 then (B.2) and (B.5),
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ c12
(1 + L)2
(t− i+ 1) 32
E
(
(1 + ρ(x) + at + L−Bi)+1{Bi≥at+ρ(x)+L−4ei+D,B[ t2 ,i]≤at+L+ρ(x)}
)
≤ c (1 + L)
2
(t− i+ 1) 32
eiP
(
Bi ≥ at + ρ(x) + L− 4ei +D, Bi ≤ ρ(x), B[ t
2
,i] ≤ at + L+ ρ(x)
)
1{4ei≥D}
≤ c (1 + L)
2
(t− i+ 1) 32
e3i
t
3
2
(1 + ρ(x))1{4ei≥D}.
As ei = (t− i) 112 , we have
∑t
i= 2t
3
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ 1+ρ(x)
t
3
2
∑t−D12
i= 2t
3
c(1+L)2
(t−i+1) 54
≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
, once D large enough
(D depends on L).
Finally we conclude that for any  > 0, there exist l0 and D large enough such that for any
l ≥ l0, t ≥ el, x ∈ [0, R]d, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)
(D.4)
t∑
i=1
(1)
(i,x)
A ≤ 
ρ(x)
t
3
2
.
which ends the study of (1)
(i,x)
A . The study of (1)
(i,x)
B is quite similar. Indeed it consists to reproduce
the case (i) to (v) by using (C.17), (C.20) instead of respectively (B.2), (B.5) it provides the
following assertion: for any  > 0, there exist l0 and D large enough such that for any l ≥ l0, t ≥ el,
x ∈ [0, R]d, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)
t∑
i=1
(1)
(i,x)
B ≤ 
ρ(x)
t
3
2
∑
p≥t+c
edt(p−t) exp(−c19
2
2−6e2(p−t)) ≤ cρ(x)
t
3
2
.(D.5)
The details of the proof of (D.5) are omitted.
Now we study (2)
(i,x)
A and (2)
(i,x)
B . First observe that
{ sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i
0
g(esu)dBs| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
} ⊂
i⋃
j=1
{ sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i−j+1
i−j
g(esu)dBs| ≥
ei +
D
2
2j+2
}
Recall that g ∈ C1, thus by the Ito formula we can rewrite for any j ∈ [1, i], u ∈ Ai(0),∫ i−j+1
i−j g(e
su)dBs = g(e
i−j+1u)(Bi−j+1−Bi−j)−
∫ i−j+1
i−j (Bs−Bi−j) < ∇esu(g), esu > ds. Recall also
that g is Lipschitz with g(0) = 0 and |∇es·(g)| is bounded. As u ∈ Ai(0) implies |uei−j+1| ≤ ce3−j ,
for all i ∈ [1, btc] (for i = 1 recall that R is fixed), we deduce
{ sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i
0
g(esu)dBs| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
} ⊂
i⋃
j=1
{ce3−j sup
s∈[0,1]
|Bs+i−j −Bi−j | ≥
ei +
D
2
2j+2
}
⊂
i⋃
j=1
{ sup
s∈[0,1]
|Bs+i−j −Bi−j | ≥ 1
c′
ei +
D
2
4
(
e1
2
)j},
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and for any j ∈ {1, ..., i}, { sup
s∈[0,1]
|Bs+i−j − Bi−j | ≥ 1c′
ei+
D
2
4 (
e1
2 )
j} is measurable with respect to
σ((Bs+j −Bj)s∈[0,1]). Then according to (B.13)
(2)
(i,x)
A ≤ c14
ρ(x)
t
3
2
(1 + L)2
i∑
j=1
P
(
sup
s∈[0,1]
|Bs+i−j −Bi−j | ≥ 1
c′
ei +
D
2
4
(
e1
2
)j
) 1
2
≤ cρ(x)
t
3
2
(1 + L)2e−c
′′(D
2
+ei).(D.6)
Similarly by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then (B.13) and (C.20) we get that
(2)
(i,x)
B ≤ P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , sup
u∈Ai(0)
|
∫ i
0
g(evu)dBv| ≥
ei +
D
2
4
) 1
2 ×
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Ap,t,2−3
) 1
2
≤
√
(2)
(i,x)
A
√
(1 + L)2
ρ(x)
t
3
2
∑
p≥t+c
ed(p−t)e−
c19
4
2−6e2(p−t)
≤ c(1 + L)2 ρ(x)
t
3
2
e−c
′′(D
2
+ei).(D.7)
Combining (D.7) and (D.6), we get that for any  > 0, there exist l0 and D large enough such for
any l ≥ l0, t ≥ el, x ∈ [0, R]d, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)
t∑
i=1
[(2)
(i,x)
A + (2)
(i,x)
B ] ≤
ρ(x)
t
3
2
c(1 + L)2e−c
′′D
2
t∑
i=1
e−c
′′ei ≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
.(D.8)
It remains to treat (3)
(i,x)
B . By (B.5) and (C.20) one has
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt
)
≤ c12ρ(x)(1 + L)2,
t
3
2P
(
B ∈Dρ(x),Lt , Ap,t,2−3
)
≤ c22ρ(x)(1 + L)2e−
c19
2
2−6e2(p−t) .
Moreover from Lemma C.1, we see that
P
(
sup
u∈Ai(0)
|Z0i (u)| ≥
ei +D
2
)
≤ P
(
sup
|u|≤ce2−i
|Z0i (u)| ≥
ei +D
2
)
≤ c15 exp(−c16c(ei +D)2e−4).
Combining these three inequalities we get that for any  > 0, there exist l0 and D large enough
such for any l ≥ l0, t ≥ el, x ∈ [0, R]d, ρ(·) ∈ CR(l, κd log l,+∞)
btc∑
i=1
[(3)
(i,x)
A + (3)
(i,x)
B ] ≤
ρ(x)
t
3
2
c(1 + L)2e−c
′D
btc∑
i=1
e−c
′′ei ≤ ρ(x)
t
3
2
.(D.9)
Finally we deduce Lemma D.1 by gathering (D.5) (D.8) and (D.9). 
Observe that the event {x goodi ∀i ∈ [2, btc]} does not depend of R ≥ 1. Then as a by product
of the previous proof we have the following corollary:
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Corollary D.2 For some constants c, c′ > 0, there exist D(L, ), l0 large such that for any l ≥ l0,
∃T (l,D) so that the following inequalities hold
(D.10)
c′e−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x) ≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodi ∀i ∈ [2, btc]
)
≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ ce−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x),
provided that t ≥ T , R ≥ 1 and ρ(x) ∈ [κd log l, log t].
Proof of Corollary D.2. By applying the Girsanov’s transformation with density e
√
2dYt(y)+dt
t
3
2 e−
√
2dρ(x)P
(
B ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ t 32 e−
√
2dρ(x)P
(
B ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
.
From (B.5) and (2.10) pp 6 in [1] we have also for any t ≥ 1 and ρ(x) ∈ [κd log l, log t],
α4
ρ(x)
t
3
2
≤ P
(
B ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ c12 ρ(x)
t
3
2
.
Finally it stems that
c′e−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x) ≤ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
≤ ce−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x).(D.11)
It proves the upper bound. For the lower bound we just remark that
P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t , x goodi for some i ∈ [2, btc]
)
≥ P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t
)
−P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t x not goodi for some i ∈ [2, btc]
)
.
We choose D large enough such that
(D.12) P
(
Y·(x) ∈Bρ(x),0t , x not goodi for some i ∈ [2, btc]
)
≤ e−dtρ(x)e−
√
2dρ(x).
We combine (D.12) with (D.11) to conclude. 
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